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Hungary

Waberer’s, Shell and DanubeTruck Ltd (IVECO’s sole 
distributor in Hungary) have concluded a successful natural 
gas vehicle test series in FTL (full truckload) transportation 
during two months. Due to the excellent operation data and 
environmental impact assessments, Waberer’s is willing 
to expand its 4,400 fleet with LNG and CNG powered IVECO 
trucks as soon as 2019. The company expects that natural 
gas engines will play an increasingly significant role in 
transportation in upcoming years.

“Natural gas fueled vehicles present a strong alternative 
in road transportation, as these engines run with 
significantly lower emission and noise pollution rates and 
are also suitable for long-distance transportation. This was 
particularly important for us as we are continuously exploring 
opportunities to reduce the ecological footprint of our 
activities. According to test results, operational costs might 
be lower as well. The growing number of natural gas filling 
stations on Europe’s roads is a great support to this trend,” 
said Ferenc Lajkó, CEO of Waberer’s.

“LNG stands today as the best alternative fuel in long haul 
missions. With our advanced Natural Power technology 
and Stralis NP range, this alternative traction is a reality 
today. We are very pleased to see that Waberer’s follows 
its clear sustainability goals without compromising 
performance and recognizes the benefits that our Stralis 
NP can bring to its operation,” commented Pierre Lahutte, 
IVECO Brand President.

“We are a proud member of IVECO family. As sole distributor 
in Hungary, we are happy to participate in the project of 
testing and later hopefully delivering state-of-the-art NG 
products to the largest transportation company in the region. 
Waberer’s domestic and international business units in our 
understanding would largely benefit from operating these LNG 
and CNG Stralis trucks and CNG Daily,” said Zoltán Zákány, 
executive director of DanubeTruck Ltd.

“LNG will be part of the future energy mix as it brings 
cleaner and cheaper alternative to diesel. Such a long term 
partnership with Waberer’s and IVECO can help prove the 
concept and support further LNG retail network growth across 
Europe,” added Lajos Veér, Sales Manager for Shell Fuel Cards 
in Hungary and Romania.

Spain

Naturgy Mobility Project Manager Alfonso del Rio and Fiat 
Professional Brand Country Manager Raffele Brustia have 
signed a strategic agreement to promote joint innovation 
projects and expand the use of natural gas-powered mobility 
in Spain. This collaboration will work in different areas for 
the introduction and commercialization of light commercial 
natural gas vehicles and will allow Naturgy and Fiat to lead 
the growth and positioning of natural gas as an efficient and 
alternative fuel for transportation.

On the one hand, through Fiat Professional’s official 
distributors, the two companies will create a joint commercial 
offer to companies with vehicle fleets, offering benefits in cars 
and fuel and the guarantee of energy supply through Naturgy’s 
refuelling network. In addition, the alliance will offer training 
to salespersons and will analyse the development of natural 
gas refuelling infrastructure at companies’ facilities.
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Norway

The Biogas Upgrading and Liquefaction Plant was 
installed at the Skogn Papermill, Norway, will upgrade 
up to 3,000Nm3/h of raw biogas to renewable natural 
gas. Officially opened by Norwegian Prime Minister, Erna 
Solberg, it will be the largest biogas liquefaction plant in 
the Nordic Countries producing fuel for public transport 
vehicles. The plant will convert the cleaned biogas from 
fishery waste and residual paper mill slurry into liquid 
bioLNG fuel.

“We are extremely proud to be involved in this project. Our 
unique CApure process is ideally suited to Liquefaction 
Projects as we are able to reduce the CO2 content of the 
biomethane to below 50ppm, making liquefaction possible,” 
said Sven Fischer, Key Account Manager bioLNG, Puregas 
Solutions.

The CApure process recovers over 99.9% of the biomethane 
present in the raw biogas by separating the CO2 from 
the biogas through a process of chemical adsorption. 
The selective organic solvents used in this process are 
so efficient that the product gas can contain over 99% 
biomethane. The biomethane can be directly injected in to 
the gas grid, compressed to produce bioCNG or liquefied for 
bioLNG.

Puregas Solutions, a Swedish based company recently 
acquired by Wärtsilä, delivers several options for treating 
biogas, ranging from upgrading to biomethane for grid 
injection, compression for bioCNG, to liquefaction for 
bioLNG and refuelling infrastructure.

On the other hand, Naturgy and Fiat Professional will jointly 
promote the knowledge of both the advantages of natural 
gas as a vehicle fuel, as well as the range of commercial 
vehicles propelled by natural gas that Fiat commercializes.

“This agreement is a good example of Naturgy’s concern 
for promoting sustainable mobility, both in the private and 
professional spheres. Natural gas as a fuel has proven to be 
very competitive and with a key role in improving air quality 
in cities,” said Alfonso del Río.

For his part, Raffele Brustia said: “Over the past few 
years, FCA has been a pioneer in the development and 
application of natural gas as a solution for clean, efficient 
and economical mobility. Now, with the signing of this 
agreement with Naturgy, we are confident that we can give 
a new impetus to our bet and close the circle with a strong 
infrastructure at the national level and a wide range of 
models, including both passenger and freight transport.”

Naturgy (formerly Gas Natural Fenosa) is one of the 
main supporters of sustainable mobility and a pioneer in 
the promotion of natural gas in the Iberian Peninsula, a 
region that is experiencing great growth in the adoption 
of CNG and LNG as transportation fuels. In this extremely 
encouraging scenario, AltFuels Iberia 2019 will take 
place on 11-14 June at IFEMA Trade Center, Madrid. It 
will be an event consisting of first level conferences and 
exhibition of vehicles of all kinds, refuelling stations, 
components, plants, road and marine engines, as well as 
the entire universe of the alternative fuels industry with 
the latest technological developments, multiple options 
for networking, business and new advances. For more 
information, please contact info@altfuelsiberia.com.

Finland, Sweden and Norway

Gasum is investing in the construction of around 50 natural 
gas refuelling stations for heavy-duty vehicles in Finland, 
Sweden and Norway by the beginning of the 2020s. The 
investment will multiply the size of the Nordic heavy-duty NGV 
station network, enabling considerable emission cuts. The 
new facilities will be located at key transport nodes as regards 
road haulage, and they will enable significant increases in the 
use of LNG and biogas in heavy-duty transport.

In the Nordic countries, heavy-duty transport plays a key role 
in the logistics system while at the same time generating a 
significant proportion of vehicle emissions. For the emission 
reduction targets set at the national and international levels to 
be reached, concrete solutions are needed to reduce heavy-duty 
road transport emissions considerably from the current levels.

Among the low-emission fuels, the most competitive 
alternative for this purpose is LNG. The switch of heavy-duty 
vehicles to LNG or bio-LNG will result in significant cuts 
in carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, particulate and noise 
emissions from transport.

“We’re on our way towards a carbon-neutral society and it’s now 
time to accelerate the pace. Natural gas plays an indisputably 
important role in this transition,” said Gasum CEO Johanna 
Lamminen. “In recent years, we’ve been making purposeful 
efforts to build the Nordic LNG and biogas infrastructure to 
improve access to gas. In early 2018, the Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency granted Gasum an investment 
subsidy for the expansion of our filling station network as part of 
the Climate Leap (‘Klimatklivet’) program. This is key proof of 
the enormous potential of the gas market and enables the 
establishment of the role of gas as a low-emission fuel for 
heavy-duty road transport.” 
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V ehicle number 6,000,000 left the production lines 
of Sevel (Società Europea Veicoli Leggeri). It is a 
Ducato Natural Power (van, medium wheelbase 
and high roof) with aluminium grey livery and 

equipped with the low environmental impact F1 CNG 
Natural Power engine running on natural gas, which 
delivers power of 136 HP and peak torque of 350 Nm, 
capable of performance similar in all respects to that of a 
diesel engine and with a range, on natural gas, of 400 km.

Purchased by an Italian customer as a people carrier, the 
record-breaking vehicle reflects not only the solid bond 
between the best-selling Fiat Professional model and the 
plant at Sevel di Atessa, in Val di Sangro, Europe’s largest 
light commercial vehicle factory, but also FCA’s undisputed 
leadership in the sale of petrol/natural gas dual fuel 
vehicles, with more than 754,000 car and commercial 
vehicle registrations Europe-wide in over 20 years. The Fiat 
Professional range comprises Natural Power four models: 
Fiorino, Doblò Cargo, Ducato Van, Minibus or Panorama 
and Panda Van.

With such a complete range, the Ducato Natural Power 
is the ideal solution for any professional solutions, its 
versatility proved by its Van (available in 3 lengths, 3 heights 
and Maxi version) and Chassis Cab (3 lengths and Maxi 
version) configurations. All variants of the Fiat Professional 
best seller share the 3 litre engine, with Euro6 type approval, 
which delivers a power of 136 HP at 3500 rpm and a 
maximum torque of 350 Nm at 1,500 rpm. Thus equipped, 
the Ducato Natural Power has a top speed of up to 160 km/h 
and is very sparing on fuel (8.6 kg/100 km of natural gas). 
What’s more, thanks to its absence of fine particle emissions 
and low pollutant emissions, depending on city-specific 
regulations the Ducato Natural Power is granted access to 

Ducato Natural Power: the 
6,000,000th vehicle produced 
at Sevel, Ducato plant

“limited traffic zones” created for environmental reasons.

Developed specifically to operate on natural gas, the engine 
has a large number of special components to guarantee 
unbeatable durability, reliability and efficiency. In particular, 
Ducato Natural Power is configured to operate normally 
on natural gas - petrol only cuts in automatically when 
the natural gas is running out - stored in the five cylinders 
with total capacity of 220 litres, equivalent to 36 kg, which 
provide a range of 400 km. What’s more, the cylinders are 
located underneath the floor of the van, maintaining all the 
cargo section volume: a very important feature for a vehicle 
intended for professional use.

With the added bonus that natural gas is the cleanest fuel 
available today. For example, compared to petrol, natural 
gas reduces CO2 emissions by 23%. Natural gas engines 
minimise the most harmful emissions, such as fine particles, 
nitrogen oxides and the most reactive hydrocarbons, which 
lead to the formation of other pollutants. Methane powered 
vehicles can circulate in various cities with “restricted traffic 
zones” for environmental reasons, park in underground car 
parks and on ferries. 

The Ducato Natural Power confirms FCA’s constant 
attention to environmental issues through the research 
and development of tangible solutions for improving 
performance and reducing consumption, combined with 
ecological and economic sustainability. Moreover, OEM 
vehicles, original equipment vehicles which are 
assembled in the factory already with modifications to the 
chassis made according to dedicated technology, are 
subjected to crash and emission tests just like 
conventional vehicles and can boast the highest standards 
of comfort and safety. 

The Val di Sangro industrial site has passed the milestone of six million vehicles 
built. The vehicle that reached the magical figure is a Ducato Natural Power, 
representing the Fiat Professional natural gas range, the widest on the market.
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È uscito dalle linee della Sevel (Società Europea 
Veicoli Leggeri) il veicolo numero 6.000.000. 
Si tratta di un Ducato Natural Power (passo 
medio e tetto alto) con livrea grigio alluminio ed 

equipaggiato con il propulsore a basso impatto ambientale 
140 Natural Power con alimentazione a metano che eroga 
136 CV di potenza e 350Nm di coppia massima ed è capace 
di prestazioni del tutto paragonabili ad un motore a gasolio 
e di un autonomia a metano di 400 km.

Acquistato da un cliente italiano per il trasporto persone, 
il veicolo da record testimonia non soltanto il legame 
indissolubile tra il modello best seller di Fiat Professional 
e lo stabilimento Sevel di Atessa, in Val di Sangro, il 
più grande stabilimento di veicoli commerciali leggeri 
d’Europa, ma anche l’indiscussa leadership di FCA nella 
vendita di veicoli a doppia alimentazione benzina/metano: 
basti pensare che, a livello europeo in oltre 20 anni, sono 
state immatricolate oltre 754mila tra vetture e veicoli 
commerciali. In particolare, la gamma di Fiat Professional 
annovera quattro modelli: Fiorino, Doblò Cargo, Ducato 
Van, Minibus o Panorama e Panda Van.

Con una gamma ampia e completa, il Ducato Natural 
Power è la risposta ideale per qualunque esigenza 
professionale, come dimostrano le configurazioni 
Furgoni (disponibili in 3 lunghezze, 3 altezze e versione 
Maxi) e Cabinato con Pianale (3 lunghezze e versione 
Maxi). Comune a tutte le varianti del best seller di Fiat 
Professional il propulsore da 3 litri, omologato Euro6, 
che sviluppa una potenza di 136 CV a 3500 giri/min e una 
coppia di 350 Nm a 1.500 giri/min. Così equipaggiato il 
Ducato Natural Powerraggiunge una velocità massima 
fino a 159 km/h e registra consumi contenuti (8.6 kg/100 
km di metano). Inoltre, grazie all’assenza di emissioni di 
particolato ed alle ridotte emissioni inquinanti, il Ducato 
Natural Power  può accedere, a seconda delle specifiche 

Sei milioni di veicoli a Sevel, lo stabilimento 
di Ducato: Il mezzo con cui si è raggiunto il 
primato è un Ducato Natural Power

normative comunali, alle “zone a traffico limitato” per 
motivi ambientali.

Sviluppato appositamente per il funzionamento a metano, 
il motore adotta numerosi componenti specifici per 
assicurare la massima durata, affidabilità ed efficienza. 
In particolare, Ducato Natural Power è configurato per 
funzionare normalmente a gas naturale - quella a benzina 
interviene automaticamente solo quando il metano si 
sta esaurendo - immagazzinato nelle cinque bombole 
dalla capacità complessiva di 220 litri, pari a 36 kg, che 
assicurano un’autonomia di 400 km. Inoltre, la loro 
posizione sotto il pavimento consente di conservare la 
totale fruibilità del vano di carico: è una peculiarità molto 
importante per un veicolo destinato all’uso professionale.

Il tutto reso ancora più interessante dal fatto che il metano 
è il combustibile più pulito attualmente disponibile. Ad 
esempio, rispetto alla benzina, il metano riduce le emissioni 
di CO2 del 23%. I propulsori a metano riducono al minimo le 
emissioni più nocive come il particolato, gli ossidi di azoto e 
gli idrocarburi più reattivi che causano la formazione di altri 
inquinanti. I veicoli a metano possono circolare in diverse 
città nelle “zone a traffico limitato” di tipo ambientale, 
parcheggiare nei piani interrati delle autorimesse e sui 
traghetti.

Il Ducato Natural Power conferma la costante attenzione di 
FCA alle tematiche ambientali attraverso la ricerca e lo 
sviluppo di soluzioni concrete per migliorare le prestazioni 
e ridurre i consumi coniugando sostenibilità ecologica ed 
economica.  Inoltre, i veicoli OEM, ossia le auto di primo 
impianto, quelle che vengono assemblate nella fabbrica già 
provviste delle modifiche all’autotelaio realizzate da una 
tecnologia dedicata, sono soggetti alle prove di crash e di 
emissioni al pari dei veicoli convenzionali e vantano i 
massimi standard di comfort e sicurezza. 

Il sito industriale in Val di Sangro ha tagliato il traguardo di sei milioni di veicoli 
prodotti. Il mezzo con cui si è raggiunto il primato è un Ducato Natural Power, in 
rappresentanza della gamma a metano di Fiat Professional, la più ampia del mercato.
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IVECO displays 100% diesel free and 
clean fuel vehicle stand at IAA 2018

It showcased its full commercial offering of alternative traction vehicles on a 100% diesel 
free indoor stand, creating a Low Emission Area at the exhibition and became the first 
manufacturer in the history of the IAA to present a stand without a single diesel engine.

I VECO made history at the 67th edition of the IAA 
Commercial Vehicles (IAA), the most important 
international event in the commercial vehicle industry. 
It showcased its full commercial offering of alternative 

traction vehicles on a 100% diesel free indoor stand, creating 
a Low Emission Area at the exhibition. It also hosted a 
dedicated Round Table focused on “The energy transition 
towards a sustainable future” and workshop events in 
collaboration with industry experts, customers and technical 
partners, to discuss the energy transition and related topics.

Pierre Lahutte, IVECO Brand President, commented at 
the press conference: “IVECO is the first manufacturer in 
the history of the IAA to present a stand without a single 
Diesel Engine – neither on the vehicles or their bodies. The 
transport industry is changing, as the pressure on Diesel 
mounts and the energy transition gains momentum. Our 
display demonstrates that IVECO’s, CNG, LNG and electric 
offering is available today and offers a viable alternative to 
diesel vehicles in all missions – from urban high-value, low 
energy intensity people transport to long-distance heavy-
duty haulage. In addition, natural gas offers the possibility 
for a seamless transition to biomethane and renewable 
energy, achieving zero emissions and opening the door to a 
circular economy approach that can go so far as achieving 
negative emissions and carbon sequestration.”

Also present on the stand was global energy supplier 
Shell, which shares IVECO’s belief that decarbonisation 
of the transport sector requires a range of fuels and 
technologies. As part of their collaboration with the brand 
to promote the development of the natural gas refuelling 
networks in Germany, Shell is also displaying on the stand 
a CNG/LNG filling station.

IVECO’s display at the IAA 2018 shows its solution to 
sustainable transport, with an energy mix that matches 
the requirements of the different missions. It sees electric 
propulsion as having an important role to play, especially in 
high-value missions such as people transport – particularly 
in low speed, low energy intensity stop-and-go missions 
in city centers. The other key energy source is natural gas, 
which provides a mature solution for sustainable transport 
of people and goods. Through its display and workshops, 
IVECO is highlighting the considerable environmental 
advantage of natural gas, which is able to deliver massive 
reductions in the most polluting emissions: 90% for NO2, 
99% for particulate matter, 10% for CO2 with natural gas 
which rises as high as 95% with biomethane well to wheel.

A circular economy based on the generation of energy from 
organic or agricultural waste is possible with biomethane. 
This can be done at an organic waste treatment centre, 
which generates natural gas and fertilizer from door-to-
door collection, green waste, institutional catering and 
municipal waste. This approach can be taken even further, 

when methane is generated in a biodigester on a farm, 
using crops and agricultural waste. As they grow, the 
crops absorb CO2 and convert it into carbohydrates, fixing 
the Carbon and releasing Oxygen into the atmosphere. 
In the farm’s biodigester, the crop residues decompose 
through an anaerobic digestion process, producing biogas. 
This is purified into biomethane, which can be transported 
to filling stations and used to fuel natural gas powered 
vehicles for goods transport.

This process also produces a nutrient-rich substance that is 
used as fertilizer compost, returning nutrients to the land, 
increasing its organic matter content and sequestering 
carbon from the atmosphere. As a result, this circular 
economy approach goes beyond reducing CO2 emissions 
well to wheel, as it fixes carbon in the ground, reducing CO2 
in the air and making the cycle carbon negative.

Visitors to the IVECO stand were able to see that this circular 
economy is already a reality, with the examples of the city 
of Lille, which operates a fleet of IVECO CNG buses fuelled 
with biomethane generated from municipal waste; the 
project led by Pot au Pin, Air Liquide and Carrefour based on 
biomethane from agricultural waste; and the opening of the 
world’s largest biogas plant in Norway by Biokraft.

Through its presence at the exhibition, IVECO aims to 
promote the use of sustainable technologies. In addition 
to the vehicle display itself and the various events it is 
hosting, it has dedicated an Educational Area on the 
stand to informative panels and videos on four key 
themes: ‘Gas and biogas – the sustainable transport 
solution today and tomorrow’; ‘Our contribution to CO2 
reduction’; ‘Sustainable solutions for fleet management’ 
in collaboration with technological partner Michelin; and 
TCO, efficiency and productivity’.

100% diesel free stand

The 100% Diesel Free stand, with its display, highlights 
IVECO’s approach to sustainable transport, which 
matches the technology and energy source to the 
requirements of the mission.
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For suburban public transport, CNG is the solution on 
display, with the IVECO BUSCrossway Low Entry Natural 
Power, Sustainable Bus of the Year 2018, which stands out 
for its design with the tanks integrated into the roof space 
and autonomy up to 600 km.

For urban and suburban goods transport, IVECO is 
showing different models of Daily Natural Power, also part 
of the Daily Blue Power family – four of them featuring 
the class-exclusive Hi-Matic transmission. The Daily Hi-
Matic Natural Power is the first Light Commercial Vehicle 
equipped with a 3.0 litre CNG engine with an 8-speed 
automatic gearbox in the industry.

The models on display showcase the wide variety of 
missions the Daily Blue Power family can cover with its 
extensive offering: a chassis cab equipped with a Lecapitaine 
refrigerated box for the rental fleet of Le Petit Forestier, the 
European leader in refrigeration rental; a 7 ton chassis cab 
equipped with a Junge platform and curtainsider; a chassis 
cab equipped by Fassi with a Maxicargo tipper trailer and 
crane for Ville de Paris; a van equipped with a Kerstner 
deep cooling fridge in the 40th Anniversary Limited Edition 
livery and a van equipped for parcel deliveries by Spier 
with a personalization designed by Garage Italia Custom to 
commemorate the Daily’s anniversary.

For urban and regional transport missions, CNG is the 
technology that meets the combine requirements of 
efficient transport across longer distances and deliveries 
in city centres. IVECO is showcasing two Eurocargo focused 
on municipal applications, both in CNG version and already 
compliant with EURO VI Step D emissions standards, 
one year ahead of time. One of the models on display is 
equipped with a 3-way tipper by Meiller.

The second model on display is the result of IVECO’s 
collaboration with a technological partner to address the 
emissions of both truck and body: it is equipped with a 
sweeper body developed by Johnston Engineering that 
combines the truck’s CNG engine with a hydrostatic 
transmission, achieving a dramatic reduction in emissions 
compared to a traditional truck-mounted sweeper, which 
usually adds a second diesel engine, which is less regulated 
or even unregulated, to run the sweeping equipment.

IVECO also partnered with Carrier Transicold for an industry 
first: the brand new 26-ton 400 hp Stralis NP rigid equipped 
with a Frappa body and featuring Carrier Supra® CNG 
technology. This groundbreaking solution is a 100% natural 
gas, 0% diesel, 100% Simple truck with refrigerated body. 
Contrary to standard trucks for temperature-controlled 
goods transport, which have two diesel engines – one 
to power the truck and one to run the cooling group 
compressor which is far less regulated – this Stralis NP 
only uses CNG. Both the vehicle and the cooling group run 
on Stoichiometric natural gas engines equipped with 3-way 
catalysts. This results in ultra-low NO2 (-90% compared 
to diesel) and Particulate Matter (-99%) emissions that 
are well below regulations limits. For CO2 emissions, the 
reduction is as much as 95% with biomethane.

For long-distance missions, IVECO’s solution is LNG 
technology. In this sector, it leads the way with the Stralis 
NP, the first natural gas truck specifically designed for 
long-haul transport on the market, and in particular with 
the Stralis NP 460, which last December was elected Low 
Carbon Truck of the Year in the UK. IVECO is showcasing 

this offering with models in articulated and rigid versions, 
including AD and low tractor trucks.

Also in this sector, IVECO is presenting another industry 
first resulting from an important partnership: the unique 
400 hp Stralis X-Way Natural Power equipped with a CIFA 
electric concrete mixer that offers a 100% zero diesel, zero 
oil solution. The truck runs on bioCNG and is equipped with 
the Energya hybrid plug-in concrete mixer developed by 
CIFA. The mixer is operated by an electric engine powered 
by a lithium battery. It also features a Kinetic Energy 
Recovery System that recovers the truck’s energy when it 
is decelerating.

The other Stralis NP models on the stand include the 
first 460 hp LNG truck for swap body missions equipped 
by SDG / Spier for Fraikin’s rental fleet; the first 6×2 LNG 
tractor with 750 km autonomy, a 4×2 LNG tractor with 
1,600 km autonomy, and a low tractor in LNG version with 
1,150 km autonomy.

World’s first bioCNG truck with electric hybrid concrete 
mixer

IVECO and CIFA broke new ground on IVECO’s Diesel-free/
Low Emissions Area stand at the 2018 edition of the IAA 
Commercial Vehicles (IAA) exhibition with an industry first: 
the unique 400 hp Stralis X-WAY Natural Power equipped 
with a CIFA electric concrete mixer that offers a 100% zero 
Diesel, zero oil solution.
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At IAA, Scania premiered its new Scania Interlink Medium 
Decker coach for LNG operations for a range of up to 
1,000 kilometers. Scania hereby extends the broad range 
of alternative fuel options to sustainable intercity coach 
journeys. LNG operations have the potential to reduce 
CO2 emissions by 20% while also substantially reducing 
NOx and particulate matter emissions. Additionally, noise 
levels are significantly lower. Some countries are also 
now starting to offer liquefied biogas, cutting carbon 
emissions by 90%.

As cities across Europe rally to curb emissions and carbon-
conscious operators follow suit, gas is increasingly seen 
as the simplest alternative to diesel. “Some ten years ago, 
I was convinced this breakthrough would come; it’s just 
meant being patient,” said Zoran Stojanovic, a gas vehicles 
expert at Scania. “Now we’re seeing more and more 
applications for gas and sales are really taking off.”

He credits the proliferation of gas-powered vehicles to 
the rapidly expanding fuelling infrastructure for LNG and 
CNG, compressed natural gas. The first LNG filling station 
in Germany was, for example, recently opened and this 
year Italy has gone from a single LNG station to twelve. 
With greater filling opportunities, more customers are 
considering purchases of gas vehicles.

“Don’t ask me what comes first: the hen or the egg,” 
Stojanovic remarks. “The infrastructure and fleet must 
grow in parallel; we need to keep eggs heated while 
feeding hens.”

Scania presents the first long-distance 
coach with LNG powertrain

CNG vehicles are showing the strongest growth and for 
example Madrid recently ordered 460 new buses, of which 
184 from Scania. This huge investment has been made in 
preparation for the city’s 2025 diesel ban.

With cities in the forefront of the shift to gas, more vehicle 
applications need to become available, according to 
Stojanovic. “Servicing cities not only involves supplying 
buses, distribution trucks and refuse trucks. We tend to 
overlook the fact that growing cities require a host of daily 
service; houses will be built, streets and roads maintained 
and sewage system improved. Scania has recently 
introduced a gas-powered tipper truck but we will also in 
the coming years need the entire range of construction 
vehicles with gas tanks.”

An encouraging development is that as gas vehicles 
become more commonplace, operators can expect greater 
residual value. There is, in short, a larger market for these 
trucks and buses.

In phasing out fossil fuels, switching to LNG and CNG is 
seen as an intermediate step in reducing carbon emissions 
by some 20 percent. However, this is a vast potential for 
expanding CO2 free biogas production through anaerobic 
digestion of organic waste, explains Stojanovic. In Sweden, 
for example, fuel pumps at filling stations now have an 
85-percent biogas share.

“As biogas production takes off, we can blend in more and 
more renewable fuel. Many countries are already producing 
biogas earmarked for heating and generating electricity 
rather than for transport. Favourable taxation of this clean 
fuel could certainly speed up transition.”

The vehicle runs on bioCNG and is equipped with the 
Energya hybrid plug-in concrete mixer developed by CIFA. 
The mixer is operated by an electric engine powered by a 
lithium battery. It also features a Kinetic Energy Recovery 
System that recovers the truck’s energy when it is 
decelerating. The bioCNG engine of the Stralis X-Way NP, 
coupled with the electric engine of the Energya concrete 
mixer deliver extremely low CO2 emissions and extra-
quiet operation.
 
The truck is a Stralis X-WAY NP developed specifically for 
concrete mixer applications to deliver the best payload in the 
industry with best-in-class kerb weight. Equipped with the 
CIFA Energya hybrid plug-in concrete mixer and running on 

bioCNG, this vehicle is the demonstration that IVECO has the 
solution to deliver 100% diesel-free transport.
 
During the IAA exhibition, IVECO held an official ceremony 
on its stand for the handover of the first five Stralis X-WAY 
NP electric concrete mixer trucks to representatives of the 
leading European logistics operator Transports Perrenot.
 
CIFA develops and manufactures a full line of equipment for 
the production, transport and laying of concrete. A company 
driven by innovation, it consistently invests in research and 
development. Founded 90 years ago, it has sold over 60,000 
concrete mixer trucks and truck mounted pumps across the 
world through its global distribution network. 
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The first gas-powered MAN city bus celebrated its début 
in 1943. This year, exactly 75 years on, commercial vehicle 
manufacturer MAN Truck & Bus is bringing another newly 
developed gas engine to market: the MAN E1856 LOH. 
It was exhibited for the first time at the IAA Commercial 
Vehicles in Hanover, Germany, in September. 

Then, as today, MAN broke new ground with its gas engine. 
The first gas-powered MAN bus was used for local public 
transport in Nuremberg. A trailer was attached to the 
vehicle, allowing it to increase its range considerably, 
as the gas cylinders were located on the bus and trailer 
roofs. “As a result, there was a cylinder volume of 22 m³, 
which made significantly longer routes and service times 
possible,” said Michael Kobriger, Head of Production Bus 
and the Bus Management Team at MAN Truck & Bus. And 
there were special circumstances at play: MAN built the 
entire vehicle, which was specifically designed to be gas-
powered. The expertise needed for this came from coach 
assembly work: “The employees had previously become 
well-acquainted with double-decker construction and built 

Gas-powered for 75 years: MAN continues 
the success story 

up extensive knowledge, for instance, from manufacturing 
double-decker bodies for chassis starting in 1935,” 
Kobriger explained.

Also in 1935, MAN was already developing chassis for 
trucks that could be run on alternative fuels. Gas canisters 
with producer gas, cylinder gas and lignite gas oil were 
used. In the late 1930s, production of “wood gasifiers” 
increased on account of growing natural resource 
scarcity; MAN primarily installed these systems in trucks 
and tractors. The wood gas generators were the most 
widespread alternative drive systems. 

“MAN has been a market and technology leader in natural 
gas-powered buses in Europe for many years. We have 
applied our decades of expertise to develop a new gas 
engine, allowing us to keep offering customers cutting-
edge technology as we move into the future. This rates 
highly for its exceptional cost-effectiveness and extremely 
low exhaust gas emissions, among other things,” noted 
Rudi Kuchta, Head of Bus Sales at MAN Truck & Bus. 

In addition, it can be combined with MAN EfficientHybrid, 
making it even more economical to operate. As a result, 
along with biogas, the MAN Lion’s City G is the most 
cost-effective solution for virtually carbon-neutral local 
public transport, with the natural gas technology offering 
a huge advantage: outstanding carbon footprint outcomes 
for operators when vehicles are run on regeneratively or 
synthetically produced natural gas. “This is an important 
step forward into the future of MAN and many transport 
companies, especially when it comes to air quality control 
in urban areas,” Kuchta added.
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Organized by NGVA Europe and hosted by MEP 
Adina-Ioana Vălean, chair of the ENVI Committee of 
the European Parliament, the lunch event ‘Securing 
technology neutrality in the CO2 standards Regulations’ 
took place on September 5. 

Ahead of the final vote in the ENVI Committee on the CO2 
standards for passenger cars proposal and upcoming 
debate on the related file for Heavy Duty Vehicle, MEP 
Adina-Ioana Vălean together with NGVA Europe Secretary 
General Andrea Gerini and Dr. Björn Fredriksson Möller, 
Business Development Analyst at E.ON, discussed how to 
ensure Technology Neutrality and the Circular Economy 
thanks to the use of natural gas and biomethane in mobility.

Natural gas is becoming a more and more attractive fuel for 
many market players, increasingly coming from renewable 
sources. Last year Europe accounted for a renewable gas 
production of almost 2 bcm, able to cover the need of the 
vehicles currently driving on gas across European roads. 
The deployment of natural gas vehicles is expected to grow 
in the next decade more than ten times, reaching around 13 
million vehicles.

NGVA Europe promotes technology 
neutrality in European Parliament

At the same time, this would draw the consumption of 
sustainable renewable gas, estimated to reach one third of 
it. The growing attention of the market must be supported 
by a careful decision of policy makers. They must ensure 
that its contribution to mitigate climate change is adequately 
and fairly considered into the European legislation.

In this respect, the new proposals setting CO2 emissions 
performance standards for passenger cars and trucks 
should introduce a comprehensive approach for assessing 
the environmental benefits of all mobility solutions, 
especially considering the role that renewable fuels can 
play in decarbonizing transport emissions. 

For this reason, NGVA proposes the so called ‘CO2 
Correction Factor’ methodology to concretely translate 
technology neutrality into the CO2 standard regulation, 
enabling the correct assessment of the impact on climate 
change from the use of renewable fuel. 

g-mobility: driving circular 
economy in European transport

NGVA Europe and EBA released a joint roadmap document that unveils the contribution 
that g-mobility (natural and renewable gas) will play to mitigate GHG emissions moving 
rapidly towards carbon neutral solutions for a more sustainable transport.

T he Natural & bio Gas Vehicle Association (NGVA 
Europe) and the European Biogas Association 
(EBA) have released a joint roadmap document. 
The document unveils the contribution that 

g-mobility (natural and renewable gas) will play to mitigate 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions moving rapidly towards 
carbon neutral solutions for a more sustainable transport.

The concept of g-mobility stands for natural gas as 
a transport fuel that enables cleaner mobility, low-
emissions transport and efficient use of gas in passenger 
cars, trucks, public transportation, and ships. It has 
vast potential to enable a cleaner future for transport, in 
which the use of natural and renewable gas contributes to 
decarbonization and improved air quality.

Estimations about the European NGV market evolution 
show a potential in reaching a fleet of 13 million vehicles in 
2030, meaning a factor x 10 compared to today’s situation. 
This will spread out on both the passenger car and the 
heavy-duty sector. Urban bus and coaches powered by 
natural gas will see a market penetration by 33% and 
the freight transport, based on CNG and LNG, will reach 
a 25% market share, thus offering a real alternative to 
conventional diesel also for long-distance missions.

In parallel with this evolution, the production of renewable 
gas will increase too: in 2030 a conservative estimation shows 
a production potential close to 45 bcm (today is approximately 
2 bcm). This will theoretically be able to overcome the entire 

fuel demand from the 13 million unit fleet (around 30 bcm). 

Nevertheless, NGVA and EBA estimate that in 2030 the 
average value of renewable gas used in the transport sector 
in Europe will be around 30%. This will translate to a very 
concrete contribution to decarbonization: 30% renewable gas 
will provide a GHG emissions reduction of more than 45% 
compared to conventional fuels on a Well to Wheel basis. 
When considering the potential in using 80% renewable gas 
mix, a complete carbon neutrality can be achieved.

It is fundamental, that the legislative framework will 
maintain an open stage to all solutions: transport will need 
a clever integration of different technological approaches, 
including of course electrification, and the industry needs 
to leverage on the best combinations of efficient engines 
and clean and renewable fuels. Under this perspective 
g-mobility results a key solution, able to immediately 
contribute to a faster acceleration towards a clean and 
decarbonized transport system. 
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Naturgy y Fiat se unen 

para impulsar uso del gas 

natural en el transporte

GVRIBERIA
La EMT de Madrid contará pronto con 672 buses Mercedes Benz a GNC 

La empresa de transporte de la capital española recibirá un total de 276 autobuses 

urbanos Mercedes-Benz Citaro NGT en los próximos dos años. Se trata de la cuarta 

gran orden de Madrid a Mercedes Benz y, con esta incorporación, tendrán en 

servicio un total de 672 buses Citaro NGT a partir de 2020.

La Comunidad de Madrid apuesta por 

los vehículos ecológicos 

El consejero de Medio Ambiente y Ordenación del 

Territorio visitó las instalaciones de Toyota, donde pudo 

conocer su nuevo modelo de vehículo a hidrógeno. El 

objetivo es impulsar la colaboración entre el sector 

público y privado para conseguir una reducción efectiva 

de CO2 a partir de vehículos con emisiones cero.

Baleària convertirá dos ferris RoPax 

para que operen con GNL 

MAN PrimeServ recibió un contrato para convertir 

dos ferris RoPax a GNL del operador español Baleària 

Eurolineas Maritimas, S.A.. Los barcos hermanos 

“Nápoles” y “Sicilia” actualmente están equipados 

por motores principales 2 × MAN 9L48/60A, que se 

convertirán en unidades 9L51/60DF que permitirán el 

funcionamiento dual fuel.

Ambas empresas firmaron un acuerdo estratégico 

para potenciar proyectos de innovación conjuntos 

y expandir el uso del gas natural en la movilidad 

española. Esta colaboración trabajará en diferentes 

ámbitos para la introducción y venta de vehículos 

comerciales ligeros a gas.
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Naturgy y Fiat Professional se 
unen para impulsar uso del gas 
en el transporte

E l director de Proyectos de Movilidad de Naturgy, 
Alfonso del Río, y el Brand Country Manager de Fiat 
Professional, Raffele Brustia, firmaron un acuerdo 
estratégico para potenciar proyectos de innovación 

conjuntos y expandir el uso del gas natural en el ámbito 
de la movilidad en España. Esta colaboración trabajará en 
diferentes ámbitos para la introducción y comercialización 
de vehículos comerciales ligeros a gas y permitirá a la 
compañía energética y a la automovilística liderar el 
crecimiento y posicionamiento del GNV como combustible 
eficiente y alternativo para el transporte.

Por un lado, a través de los concesionarios oficiales de 
Fiat Professional, las dos compañías crearán una oferta 
comercial conjunta para la venta a empresas con flotas 
de vehículos, con la que ofrecerán beneficios en autos 
y combustible, así la garantía de suministro de energía 
a través de estaciones de servicio. Además, se ofrecerá 
formación a sus comerciales y se analizará el desarrollo 
de infraestructuras de carga de gas natural en sus 
instalaciones.

Por otro lado, Naturgy y Fiat Professional impulsarán 
conjuntamente el conocimiento tanto de las ventajas del 
gas natural como combustible vehicular, así como de la 
gama de vehículos comerciales propulsados por gas que 
Fiat comercializa.

“Este acuerdo es buen ejemplo de la preocupación de 
Naturgy por potenciar la movilidad sostenible, tanto en el 

ámbito privado como en el profesional. El gas natural como 
combustible se ha demostrado como muy competitivo y 
con un papel clave en la mejora de la calidad del aire de las 
ciudades”, señaló Alfonso del Río.

Por su parte, Raffele Brustia expresó: “Durante los últimos 
años, FCA ha sido pionera en el desarrollo y aplicación 
del gas natural como una solución de movilidad limpia, 
eficiente y económica. Ahora, con la firma de este acuerdo 
con Naturgy, estamos seguros que podemos dar un nuevo 
impulso a nuestra apuesta y cerrar el círculo con una 
fuerte infraestructura a nivel nacional y gamas de modelos 
que abarquen desde el transporte de pasajeros al de 
mercancías”.

Naturgy (ex Gas Natural Fenosa) es uno de los principales 
impulsores de la movilidad sostenible y pionero en la 
promoción del gas vehicular en la Península Ibérica, región 
que está experimentando un gran crecimiento en cuanto a la 
adopción del GNC y el GNL como combustibles para el 
transporte. En este escenario sumamente alentador tendrá 
lugar AltFuels Iberia 2019, del 11 al 14 de junio en el Recinto 
Ferial de IFEMA, Madrid. Será un evento conformado por 
conferencias de primer nivel y exposición de vehículos de 
todo tipo, estaciones de aprovisionamiento, componentes, 
plantas, motores terrestres y marinos, así como el universo 
de la industria de los combustibles alternativos con los 
últimos desarrollos tecnológicos, múltiples opciones de 
networking, negocios y nuevos avances. Para mayor 
información, contactarse con info@altfuelsiberia.com. 
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La EMT de Madrid contará pronto 
con 672 buses Mercedes Benz a GNC
E MT, la empresa de transporte de la capital 

española, recibirá un total de 276 autobuses 
urbanos Mercedes-Benz Citaro NGT (Tecnología 
de Gas Natural) en los próximos dos años. Se trata 

de la cuarta gran orden de Madrid a Mercedes Benz y, con 
esta reciente incorporación, la EMT tendrá en servicio un 
total de 672 buses Citaro NGT a partir de 2020.

“Estamos particularmente satisfechos con el pedido de 
Madrid. Muestra claramente que nuestro Citaro NGT 
está probando su valor”, dijo Till Oberwörder, director 
de Daimler Buses. La EMT hizo su primer pedido hace 
dos años con 82 autobuses urbanos del recientemente 
lanzado Citaro NGT. El año siguiente, la compañía ordenó 
otros 314 buses de este modelo.

Los nuevos vehículos pedidos son dos autobuses 
estándar de dos puertas y 12 metros de longitud. Estos 
están equipados con    el motor a gas natural Mercedes-
Benz OM 936 G de última generación que, en algunas 
situaciones, supera el límite de emisiones de Euro VI en 
un margen significativo. Su salida y par máximo de 1200 
Nm permite ofrecer el mismo rendimiento poderoso que 
un motor diesel.

El desempeño ambiental del Citaro NGT es ejemplar. Al 
operar con gas natural, las emisiones de CO2 son hasta 
10% inferiores a las de un motor diesel. Y cuando utiliza 
biogás, el bus NGT es casi completamente neutro en 
carbono. Además, las emisiones de ruido también son 
hasta 4 dB (A) más bajas, lo que corresponde a 
aproximadamente la mitad del nivel de ruido percibido 
subjetivamente. Como resultado, el Citaro NGT es ideal 
para su uso en ciudades transitas y áreas metropolitanas 
donde la contaminación acústica es un problema. 

Valladolid aprueba la compra de 
buses y camiones recolectores a gas

primera fase de renovación dado que el repostaje de los 
autobuses se efectúa mayoritariamente en periodo nocturno 
y el de los camiones recolectores durante el día. 

L a Junta de Gobierno del Ayuntamiento de Valladolid, 
reunida en sesión ordinaria bajo la presidencia del 
alcalde, Óscar Puente Santiago, aprobó el Plan para 
la incorporación de gas natural comprimido como 

combustible en vehículos del Servicio de Limpieza y de la 
empresa AUVASA (Autobuses Urbanos de Valladolid), con 
el objetivo de mantener su compromiso con la energía 
sostenible.

La incorporación de los vehículos a GNV se realizará de 
forma gradual durante los próximos cinco años y serán 
en total 20 camiones para el servicio de limpieza y 30 
autobuses para AUVASA, con una inversión de 6.525.000 
euros y 9 millones de euros respectivamente.

Según el ayuntamiento, la contaminación en las grandes 
ciudades obliga a buscar alternativas a los vehículos diesel, 
y el gas natural se postula como la alternativa más viable. 
Las tecnologías de transporte basadas en gas natural 
han demostrado que son más eficientes que el gasoil en 
términos de emisiones, incluso mejorando las nuevas 
reglamentaciones como la Euro 6.

Además, se construirá una estación de repostaje en las 
instalaciones de AUVASA, donde hay espacio suficiente para 
el acondicionamiento de la misma, que permitiría 
proporcionar combustible a ambos servicios al menos en la 
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El ayuntamiento de Córdoba suma 
20 vehículos a gas natural

S adeco, empresa pública de saneamientos de 
Córdoba, planea comprar camiones de recolección 
de residuos con motores accionados por energías 
sostenibles para reducir tanto las emisiones como 

la contaminación sonora. El primer teniente de alcalde 
del Ayuntamiento y presidente de Sadeco, Pedro García, 
adelantó que la empresa sumará a su flota, a través de 
las Inversiones Financieramente Sostenibles, “vehículos 
energéticamente más eficientes”.

“Incorporaremos 30 nuevos vehículos, 20 de ellos a gas 
natural comprimido para la recogida selectiva de residuos 
y 10 vehículos 100% eléctricos para la recogida de residuos 
de pequeña capacidad en el casco histórico”.

El funcionario destacó “la sostenibilidad de los vehículos a 
gas natural que, comparados con un motor diesel, emiten 
un 70% menos de CO2 y reducen a la mitad las emisiones 
sonoras y las vibraciones”.

García adelantó también que, además de esos 30 
vehículos, están estudiando la posibilidad de adquirir 
algún vehículo híbrido a gas natural y eléctrico de carga 
trasera de gran capacidad. “Con la adquisición de estos 

vehículos se mejorará muy significativamente la 
eficiencia energética y ambiental de nuestra flota y esto 
redundará en un mejor servicio a la ciudadanía y en la 
calidad laboral de los trabajadores y trabajadoras de 
nuestra plantilla”, agregó. 

La Comunidad de Madrid apuesta 
por los vehículos ecológicos
L a Comunidad de Madrid apuesta por los vehículos 

con emisiones cero e impulsa la colaboración 
entre administraciones, empresas y ciudadanos 
para conseguir una reducción efectiva de CO2, 

avanzando así en la lucha contra el cambio climático. Por 
este motivo, el consejero de Medio Ambiente y Ordenación 
del Territorio, Pedro Manuel Rollán Ojeda, visitó las 
instalaciones de Toyota, en Alcobendas, donde pudo 
conocer su nuevo modelo de vehículo a hidrógeno.

El automóvil, llamado Mirai (que significa ‘futuro’, en 
japonés), es pionero en la utilización de esta tecnología, 
que puede llegar tan lejos como cualquier otro vehículo 
a gasolina de tamaño similar, pero con el tanque lleno de 
este combustible limpio y con la misma seguridad. Sus 
características encajan con el compromiso medioambiental 
del Gobierno regional que quiere fomentar el uso de 
vehículos eficientes que reducen las emisiones.

En este sentido, el consejero afirmó: “Sin duda, una movilidad 
baja en emisiones es clave para afrontar el reto del efecto 
invernadero y es fundamental que tecnologías como esta 
empiecen a utilizarse también en España, del mismo modo 
que se utilizan ya en otros países de Europa y en ciudades 
como París, Roma o Londres. Con este uso generalizado 
lograremos una contribución efectiva en la lucha contra el 
cambio climático y el respeto al medio ambiente”.

Toyota presenta por primera vez en Madrid su vehículo de 
pila de combustible de hidrógeno y la Comunidad quiere 
prepararse para que en el futuro pueda incorporarse a la 
región este automóvil y otros con tecnologías que permitan 
la reducción de emisiones contaminantes. Además, la 
innovación en el sector automovilístico será un elemento 
dinamizador del mercado laboral en este sector y contribuirá 
a impulsar la actividad económica de la región. 
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Exponen a secretario de Energía de 
España ventajas del transporte a gas

G asnam, asociación ibérica para el fomento del 
gas natural y el gas natural renovable en el 
transporte marítimo y terrestre, trasladó al 
secretario de Estado de Energía, José Domínguez, 

sus propuestas para impulsar la movilidad sostenible con 
gas natural y su contribución a dos de los grandes retos 
de la sociedad actual: la mejora de la calidad del aire y la 
descarbonización del transporte. A la reunión asistieron 
el vicepresidente de Gasnam, José Luis Pérez Souto; la 
secretaria general, Eugenia Sillero; y el coordinador de 
regulación, Carlos Cuesta.

En la reunión, se abordaron, entre otros, los siguientes 
temas: los incentivos para la movilidad con gas natural, el 
gas natural como vector de entrada del gas renovable y la 
necesidad de establecer un marco regulatorio para esta 
energía renovable no eléctrica, la ampliación de la red de 
repostaje y el establecimiento de peajes competitivos para 
el transporte marítimo y terrestre.

Gasnam expuso la necesidad de continuar incentivando 
la sustitución de los combustibles convencionales por 
otros alternativos y recordó que los vehículos a gas 
beneficiados por el Plan Movalt 2017 desplazaron el 81% 
del consumo de combustible convencional, dado que fue la 
opción elegida mayoritariamente por los vehículos de uso 
profesional. Este Plan supuso un importante respaldo para 
el sector del transporte, que requiere vehículos ecológicos 
que cuenten con una tecnología madura, como es el caso 
del gas natural, para alcanzar el mismo rendimiento que 
los combustibles convencionales.

Por todo ello, Gasnam solicitó al ejecutivo que el 
reparto de las ayudas a la movilidad sostenible de 2018 
considere las necesidades del transporte profesional de 
mercancías y de pasajeros por carretera, sin olvidar al 
transporte marítimo, clave para el desarrollo económico y 
medioambiental del país.

El uso del gas natural en el transporte marítimo 

contribuirá significativamente a mejorar la calidad del 
aire en los puertos y por tanto en las ciudades, pero para 
ello el marco regulatorio debe continuar avanzando. El RD 
335/2018, del 25 de mayo, facilita la actividad de bunkering 
de GNL, estableciendo peajes en función de la cantidad de 
GNL cargado. Sin embargo, la efectividad de las medidas 
llegará una vez publicada la Orden Ministerial donde se 
establezcan los precios de estos servicios. Además, el 
sistema de peajes debe buscar formulas para incentivar el 
desarrollo de estaciones de repostaje para el transporte 
por carretera, debido a la dificultad para establecer una 
acertada predicción de la demanda en las estaciones y, por 
tanto, la oportuna reserva de capacidad.

Gasnam también subrayó la importancia del biometano en 
la descarbonización del transporte, dado que se trata de un 
combustible con un balance de cero emisiones de CO2. 
Además, es totalmente intercambiable por el gas natural, 
lo que le permite distribuirse empleando las redes 
actuales. En este escenario, el desarrollo de este 
biocombustible para uso vehicular requiere avanzar de 
forma decidida en dos ámbitos: incentivar la ejecución de 
infraestructuras de generación de biometano y estructurar 
el adecuado marco normativo. 

Durante el pasado mes de junio tuvo lugar la inscripción 
en el Registro Nacional de Asociaciones de AESSGAN, 
la nueva Asociación Empresarial Small Scale de Gas 
Natural, creada por un grupo de empresas del sector de 
la distribución y comercialización del gas natural.

AESSGAN tiene por objeto la defensa de los intereses 
de sus asociados en el desarrollo de la distribución 
y comercialización small scale del gas natural (GNC 
y GNL), tanto en su uso como combustible para el 
transporte, terrestre y marítimo, como en la industria.

La Directiva Europea 2014/94 obliga a los estados 
miembros a la creación de redes de suministro 
de combustibles alternativos, entre los que el gas 
natural destaca como opción prioritaria. En este 

contexto AESSGAN agrupa los intereses económicos 
y estratégicos de las empresas distribuidoras y 
comercializadoras de gas natural medianas y pequeñas, 
en los sectores industriales y de movilidad terrestre y 
marítima, frente a los grandes grupos energéticos. 

La Secretaría General de AESSGAN está a cargo de 
Manuel Lage, persona muy conocida en el sector y 
con una consolidada experiencia en el lanzamiento 
de nuevas asociaciones. La asociación da soporte y 
patrocina AltFuels Iberia 2019.

Lanzan asociación que promueve el gas 
natural en la región ibérica
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Baleària convertirá dos ferris RoPax 
para que operen con GNL

M AN PrimeServ, la división de posventa de MAN 
Energy Solutions, recibió un contrato para 
convertir dos ferris RoPax del operador español 
Baleària Eurolineas Maritimas, S.A., para que 

operen con un sistema dual fuel. Los barcos hermanos, 
“Nápoles” y “Sicilia”, actualmente están equipados por 
motores principales 2 × MAN 9L48/60A, que se convertirán 
en unidades 9L51/60DF que permitirán el funcionamiento 
con GNL.

El Dr. Thomas Spindler, jefe de Mejoras y 
Reacondicionamientos de PrimeServ Four-Stroke, MAN 
Energy Solutions, dijo: “Con la conversión del buque 
portacontenedores Wes Amelie de Wessels Reederei, 
mostramos que los motores MAN operativos pueden 
convertirse con éxito a GNL con un tremendo efecto 
sobre las emisiones de escape y el medio ambiente. 
Estamos muy contentos de que Baleària haya considerado 
conveniente llevar estos beneficios a un nuevo segmento y 
aplicación, y esperamos el procedimiento de conversión”.

La conversión del Nápoles tendrá lugar en España entre 
noviembre de 2018 y enero de 2019, mientras que la 
conversión del Sicilia se hará de octubre a diciembre de 
2019. El Sicilia opera en la ruta Barcelona – Ibiza, mientras 
que el Nápoles brinda servicio actualmente en la ruta 
Algeciras-Tanger Med. El director general de Operaciones 

de Baleària, Ettore Morace, afirmó que el compromiso de la 
compañía con el medio ambiente “es una línea estratégica 
para la empresa basada en el uso del GNL y otras energías 
limpias, así como en la ecoeficiencia de la flota”.

La conversión a GNL es parte del compromiso de amplio 
alcance de MAN para el establecimiento del gas natural 
como combustible marino. Al pedir una “Transición de la 
Energía Marítima”, la compañía considera el uso de gases 
naturales como combustibles elegidos para el transporte 
marítimo mundial como la forma más prometedora de 
apoyar el objetivo de una industria naviera 
climáticamente neutral. Lanzada en 2016 después de la 
COP 21, la iniciativa de MAN ha encontrado desde 
entonces un amplio apoyo dentro de la industria del 
transporte marítimo y los políticos. 

Adaptan otro puerto español para 
que ofrezca bunkering de GNL

GNL a otros destinos de pequeña escala.

La adaptación de la planta de regasificación de Huelva 
para la prestación de estos servicios se enmarca dentro 
del proyecto CORE LNGas hive que impulsa el uso del 
GNL como combustible -fundamentalmente marítimo- en 
la península ibérica. Esta iniciativa, cofinanciada por la 
Comisión Europea, está coordinada por Enagás y liderada 
por Puertos del Estado.

La utilización del GNL como combustible marino contribuye 
a la mejora de la calidad del aire porque no genera emisiones 
de SOx ni de partículas y reduce sustancialmente las 
emisiones de CO2 y de NOx. En este sentido,  la Península 
Ibérica ofrece actualmente uno de los mercados de mayor 
crecimiento en cuanto a la adopción de este combustible. 

A yesa diseñará la adaptación del pantalán de la 
planta de regasificación de Enagás en el puerto de 
Huelva para la recarga de buques de pequeña escala 
(small scale) y el servicio de recarga de barcos que 

harán, posteriormente, bunkering “ship-to-ship” de GNL. 
El atraque de Huelva será el tercero que Ayesa remodele, 
después de los de Barcelona y Cartagena. Stefan Pardo, 
director de Oil & Gas en Ayesa, explicó que la compañía 
se encargará tanto de la ingeniería de detalle como de las 
especificaciones de materiales y equipos a instalar.

Los barcos metaneros, que transportan el GNL desde sus 
puntos de origen, descargan su contenido en el puerto a 
temperatura muy baja (-161 ºC). Enagás lo almacena en 
tanques criogénicos de contención total con pared exterior 
de hormigón (estado líquido) y luego se distribuye mediante 
camiones cisterna o se regasifica para su transporte 
mediante gasoductos.

Para adaptar la planta a estos servicios logísticos, se 
deben preparar en los atraques nuevas conexiones 
de tuberías, sistemas de control y medición para que, 
mediante mangueras flexibles (aptas para tan bajas 
temperaturas), pueda cargarse GNL a pequeños metaneros. 
Posteriormente, estos realizarán el repostaje de los grandes 
barcos consumidores anclados en puerto o transportarán el 
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Two new LNG-powered 
bunkering vessel designs get 
DNV GL approval

The global quality assurance and risk management company 
DNV GL has presented the engineering and technology group 
SENER with an Approval in Principle (AiP) Certificate for a 
LNG-fuelled bunkering vessel. The new innovative design 
has been found to comply with DNV GL class rules and 
all current and upcoming regulations, including the new 
emission control regulations and the IGF Code for fuel with a 
low flashpoint.

Two separate AiPs have been issued, covering the new design 
of the SENER LNG Bunkering Vessels (LBV) family which 
consists of a small unit having a bunker capacity of 4,000 m3 
and a “big brother” having bunkering capacity of 8,000 m3.                      

Rafael de Góngora, General Manager of Marine at SENER, 
stated: “We have focused our design on the optimization 
of the cost, safety, efficiency and bunkering processes, 
by minimizing Opex and Capex, reducing the risks during 
loading and bunkering operation, and managing and 
reducing the boil off.”

He added: “LNG is emerging in several ship sectors and has a 
great potential but should be accomplished by the necessary 
port facilities and infrastructure capable of providing a 
quick and efficiency gas refuelling, in which LNG bunkering 
vessels will play an important role. SENER, with this project, 
will contribute to make this potential becoming a reality.”

“We were very pleased to have worked on this innovative 
design with SENER. It offers our customers a flexible, safe 
and future-proof solution as well as the opportunity to 
facilitate LNG bunkering, while at the same time contributing 
to the decarbonisation of the maritime industry and further 
elimination of the emission of greenhouse gases,” said Lucas 
Ribeiro, DNV GL Area Manager Iberia & France.  

The approval process has paid special attention, on top 
of the traditional topics such as hull structure, stability, 
etc., to the most innovating items of the project related to 
cargo handling (liquid and vapour), hazardous zones and 
risk assessment, mooring arrangement and quick release, 
manifold, transfer arms and hoses as well as boil-off.

Russian firm Sovcomflot orders 
next generation LNG-fueled 
tankers
PAO Sovcomflot (SCF Group) signed a set of agreements with 
Rosneft, Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex and VEB Group, placing 
orders with Zvezda for a series of two next generation large-
capacity Aframax tankers powered by LNG. VEB-Leasing will 
finance the construction of the tankers, whilst a subsequent 
20-year time-charter for them has been agreed with Rosneft. 
The signing ceremony was attended by Vladimir Putin, 
President of the Russian Federation.

The vessels will have a deadweight of 114,000 tons and a 1A/1B 
ice class, which makes them able to operate all year round 
in areas with difficult ice conditions, including sub-Arctic 
seas and Russian ports of the Baltic region. The technical 
specification of the tankers reflects the regulatory limits on 
sulfur, nitrogen and greenhouse gas emissions, which will 
come into effect for the Baltic and North Seas in 2020.

These next generation tankers, designed to operate on 
LNG fuel, provide for a low level of human impact on the 
environment and reduce emissions of harmful substances: 
SOx by 100%; NOx by 76% and CO2 by 27%, when compared 
with similar vessels operating on heavy fuel.

The technical specification of the vessels was designed 
by SCF’s specialists, who applied their vast experience of 
operating large-capacity tankers in adverse ice conditions, 
with the close involvement of the Far Eastern Shipbuilding 
and Ship Repair Centre (FESRC) and Hyundai Heavy Industries 
(Republic of Korea), a technological partner of Zvezda 
Shipbuilding Complex.

Sergey Frank, President and CEO of PAO Sovcomflot, stated: 
“We welcome the plans of the Russian shipbuilders, from 
Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex, to create modern large-capacity 
vessels using natural gas-based bunkers as their primary 
fuel. I’m sure that it is with such vessels that the future of 
merchant shipping lies. Sovcomflot leader in the Aframax 
tanker segment, with our vessels serving the needs of the 
largest oil and gas companies for safe transportation of crude 
oil in the Baltic, North Sea, Black Sea, Mediterranean, Sea of 
Okhotsk and the Sea of Japan.”
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pumps; specific lubricating oil consumption is less than 0.4g/
kWh. The proven lean-burn Otto cycle combustion B36:45 
technology has been developed during Bergen Engines’ 
extensive experience with LNG engines so that methane slip, 
which contributes to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, has 
been minimized: the engine is able to achieve up to 22% lower 
GHG emissions than the equivalent diesel version.

Kjell Harloff, Rolls-Royce Commercial Marine, Senior Vice 
President – Engines, said: “This new engine builds on the 
success of the Bergen B35:40-series engine and offers a 
variety of new benefits to our customers, including rapid 
response to changes in load and speed, high reliability and 
clean burning. This makes the B36:45 ideally suited for 
mechanical ship propulsion installations, driving either 
controllable or fixed-pitch propellers.”

As most LNG is sulphur-free fuel, SOx and particulate matter 
emissions are virtually eliminated, while emissions of NOx are 
reduced by over 90% compared to an equivalent diesel engine. 
This means that the Bergen B36:45 is able to meet IMO Tier III 
and EPA Tier 3 emission levels without the need for additional 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems.

Leif-Arne Skarbø, Chief Technology Officer at Rolls-Royce 
Power Systems, Bergen Engines, added: “Other benefits 
for end users and shipbuilders arising from this modular 
approach are that the product is configurable, and production 
is simplified, resulting in a highly competitive cost per kW and 
straightforward installation and maintenance.”

Another Spanish port is 
upgraded to offer LNG bunkering 
services
Ayesa is set to redesign the mooring jetty for the Enagás 
regasification plant in the Port of Huelva. This will allow 
small-scale vessels to be refuelled and vessels to be loaded 
with LNG for subsequent ship-to-ship bunkering. The mooring 
jetty in Huelva will be the third designed by Ayesa, following 
similar ones in Barcelona and Cartagena. Stefan Pardo, 
Head of Oil & Gas at Ayesa, said that the company will be 
responsible for drafting the detailed engineering project, as 
well as the specifications for materials and equipment

Methane carriers transporting LNG will unload fuel at the port 
at a very low temperature (-161 ºC). Enagás will then store it 
in a liquid state in total containment cryogenic tanks with 
outer concrete walls, before it is distributed in tanker trucks or 
regasified to be transported via pipelines.

In order to adapt the plant for these kinds of services, new 
pipe connections must be created on the mooring jetties, as 
well as monitoring and measuring systems to allow LNG to 
be loaded onto small-scale methane tankers through flexible 

New LNG-powered cruise under 
construction for Finland & Sweden

On September 3, the production of Viking Line’s new passenger 
cruise ship started at the Xiamen Shipbuilding Industry Co., Ltd. 
(XSI) shipyard in China. The new vessel will be one of the most 
climate-smart ships in the world. The collaborative project, 
involving extensive engineering and development work with the 
intention to create a unique new-generation passenger ship, 
has engaged several suppliers in Finland and Europe.

The new vessel will run on LNG, just like the M/S Viking Grace, 
a pioneer in environmental aspects and the first LNG-powered 
large passenger ship in the world. With a capacity of 2,800 
passengers, it will be larger than Viking Grace, and it is calculated 
to consume up to 10% less fuel. The 218-meter long and 63,000-
ton cruise will have 922 cabins and a crew of about 200 people.

Optimized energy efficiency and environmentally-friendly 
solutions have been focal points for the project, and the new 
Ice class 1 A Super vessel will be among the most energy 
efficient ships in the world. It will be delivered at the end of 
2020 and launched for operation in early 2021 on the Turku–
Åland–Stockholm route.

The cruise is designed with a focus on providing open and 
unobstructed views of the unique archipelago. “On the new 
ship, the views are unobstructed, and one can experience 
the overall presence of the sea. To protect our unique marine 
environment, we utilize innovative technologies. Tomorrow’s 
passenger experiences will incorporate an emphasis on 
environment al factors and comfort,” said Jan Hanses, 
President and CEO of Viking Line.

Rolls-Royce launches new 
natural gas engine for marine 
applications
Rolls-Royce has launched its latest in a series of LNG marine 
engines. The Bergen B36:45 model is designed in accordance 
with the Rolls-Royce philosophy of a common platform for all 
fuel options and applications, and can be configured to meet 
the specific engine requirements of customers. It is available 
in six, eight and nine-cylinder in-line configurations (a V-12 
version is now in development, which will be followed by a 
20-cylinder V-engine for very high-power applications).

Power output of the LNG-powered B36:45 engine is 600kW 
per cylinder at 750 rpm. Specific energy consumption is a 
low 7300kj/kWh mechanical ISO including two engine driven 
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hoses suitable for very low temperatures. These tankers will 
then refuel large vessels moored in the port or transport the 
LNG to other small-scale vessels.

The adaptation of the regasification plant in Huelva for is 
part of the CORE LNGas hive project, which aims to promote 
LNG as a fuel, mainly for marine use, in the Iberian Peninsula. 
This initiative, co-financed by the European Commission, is 
coordinated by Enagás and led by the Spanish state company, 
Puertos del Estado, which manages Spain’s state-owned ports.

The use of LNG as a fuel also contributes to improving air 
quality. LNG is an environmentally-friendly fuel as it does not 
release SOx or particle matter into the atmosphere, as well as 
significantly reducing CO2 and NOx emissions, thus allowing 
ever more stringent environmental regulations and targets 
for emission reduction to be met. In this sense, the Iberian 
Peninsula currently offers one of the fastest growing markets 
in terms of the adoption of this fuel.

Rolls-Royce will deliver 
technology for new hybrid/LNG 
live fish carrier

Nordlaks in Stokmarknes, Norway, has ordered a new hybrid/
LNG live fish carrier (wellboat) to be built at the Tersan shipyard 
in Turkey. Rolls-Royce has been commissioned to provide 
equipment, which have been designed by NSK Ship Design.

The new, environment-friendly wellboat will transport 
live salmon from the offshore fish farm to the onshore 
processing facility. The wellboat will be fitted with four LNG 
engines, as well as propulsion and Dynamic Positioning 
(DP) system from Rolls-Royce. Capable of carrying over 600 
tons of live salmon, the wellboat will substantially increase 
Nordlaks’s transport capacity.

“By choosing a hybrid solution that includes our well-proven 
Bergen gas engines and the energy-efficient Promas propeller 
system, Nordlaks and NSK Ship Design have taken a long-
term perspective with regard to both environmental and 
financial performance,” explained Ottar Ristesund, Rolls-
Royce, SVP Propulsion Sales – Marine.

“In addition, they have specified a propeller solution that 

provides the best possible maneuverability – whether the vessel 
is serving traditional fish farms in Norway’s fjords or the new 
installations located in rougher waters offshore. Combined with 
the DP system, this means the vessel produces low emissions 
and will run efficiently for many years,” added Ristesund..

Baleària will convert two RoPax 
ferries to LNG dual fuel operation
MAN PrimeServ, the after-sales division of MAN Energy 
Solutions, has won the contract to convert two RoPax 
ferries from Spanish operator, Baleària Eurolineas 
Maritimas, S.A., to dual-fuel operation. Sister ships, the 
‘Nápoles’ and ‘Sicilia’, are currently each powered by 2 × 
MAN 9L48/60A main engines, which will all be converted to 
9L51/60DF units that will enable running on LNG.

Dr Thomas Spindler, Head of Upgrades & Retrofits, 
PrimeServ Four-Stroke, MAN Energy Solutions, said: 
“We showed – with the conversion of Wessels Reederei’s 
‘Wes Amelie’ containership – that operational MAN 
engines can successfully be converted to LNG operation 
with a tremendous effect on exhaust emissions and the 
environment. We are very happy that Baleària has seen fit 
to bring these benefits to a new segment and application 
and look forward to the conversion procedure.”

The conversion of the Nápoles is due to take place in 
Spain between November 2018 and January 2019, with 
the conversion of Sicilia to take place from October to 
December 2019. The Sicilia operates on the Barcelona 
– Ibiza route, while the Nápoles serves currently the 
Algeciras – Tanger Med route. Director General of 
Operations at Baleària, Ettore Morace, stated that the 
company’s commitment to the environment “is a strategic 
line for the company based on the use of LNG and other 
clean energies as well as fleet eco-efficiency”.

The conversion to LNG operation is part of MAN’s wide-
ranging engagement for the establishment of LNG as a 
shipping fuel. Calling for a ‘Maritime Energy Transition’ the 
company considers the use of natural gases as the fuels 
of choice in global shipping as the most promising way to 
supporting the goal of a climate-neutral shipping industry. 
Launched in 2016 after COP 21, MAN’s initiative has since 
found broad support within the shipping industry and politics.

The Iberian Peninsula currently offers one of the fastest growing 
markets in terms of the adoption of natural gas in maritime 
transport, as well as in road transport. In this extremely 
encouraging scenario, AltFuels Iberia 2019 will take place on 
11-14 June at IFEMA Trade Center, Madrid. It will be an event 
consisting of first level conferences and exhibition of vehicles 
of all kinds, refueling stations, components, plants, road and 
marine engines, as well as the entire universe of the alternative 
fuels industry with the latest technological developments, 
multiple options for networking, business and new advances.
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Portuguese bus builder will 
launch first hydrogen vehicles 
with Toyota’s help

Toyota 
took another important step towards a 

broader hydrogen society by announcing that it will provide 
its hydrogen fuel cell technology to Caetanobus SA in 
Portugal. In line with its vision of a decarbonised society, 
Toyota is promoting the application of its hydrogen fuel cell 
technology beyond passenger cars, including heavy duty 
trucks, small delivery trucks, forklifts and buses.

In Europe, Toyota will supply its fuel cell systems, including 
fuel cell stacks, hydrogen tanks and other key components to 
Caetanobus SA―the renowned Portuguese bus engineering 
and production company―to build zero emission hydrogen 
fuel cell city buses. The first buses will roll off the lines of 
Caetanobus SA, in a little over a year, and are to be operated 
as demonstration vehicles by Caetanobus SA.

“Supplying our fuel cell systems to Caetanobus 
demonstrates the many practical uses and environmental 
benefits of hydrogen towards a carbon-free society. We’re 
really excited by the prospect of seeing the first buses of 
our longstanding automotive partner in European cities.” 
said Dr Johan van Zyl, President and CEO, Toyota Motor 
Europe. “Hydrogen buses have significant advantages 
compared to other zero emission buses, such as superior 
driving range and short refuelling time. These benefits 
allow hydrogen buses to be operated on longer routes and 
a higher utilization”.

José Ramos, President of Salvador Caetano Indústria 
holding, commented: “We are very proud to be the first 
company in Europe to benefit from Toyota’s leading fuel 
cell technology and look forward to confirming our world-
class bus development and manufacturing capabilities. 
We are convinced that hydrogen is a great solution for zero 
emission buses.”

The announcement was made in Lisbon, in presence of some 
of the highest Portuguese government representatives for 
mobility and the environment, during the visit of the Energy 
Observer catamaran, the first hydrogen sea vessel powered 
purely by renewable solar and hydrogen energy.

World’s first hydrogen fuel cell 
train enters passenger service in 
Germany
The world’s first hydrogen fuel cell train, the Coradia iLint, 
has entered passenger service in Bremervörde. The world 
premiere was celebrated by railway manufacturer Alstom, 
the Ministry of Economy and Transport of Lower Saxony, the 
Federal Ministry of Transport and the transport authorities of 
Landesnahverkehrsgesellschaft Niedersachsen (LNVG) and 
Eisenbahnen und Verkehrsbetriebe Elbe-Weser (EVB)

The train, built by Alstom in Salzgitter, Germany, is equipped 
with fuel cells which convert hydrogen and oxygen into 
electricity, thus eliminating pollutant emissions related to 
propulsion. In the coming days, two such trains will enter 
commercial service according to a fixed timetable in Lower 
Saxony. The zero-emission trains reach up to 140 km/h.

On behalf of LNVG, the Coradia iLint trains will be operated 
on nearly 100km of line running between Cuxhaven, 
Bremerhaven, Bremervörde and Buxtehude, replacing EVB’s 
existing diesel fleet. The new trains will be fueled at a mobile 
hydrogen filling station. The hydrogen will be pumped into the 
trains from a 40-foot-high steel container next to the tracks at 
Bremervörde station. With one tank, they can run throughout 
the network the whole day, thanks to a total autonomy of 
1000 km. A stationary filling station on EVB premises is 
scheduled to go into operation in 2021, when Alstom will 
deliver a further 14 Coradia iLint trains to LNVG.  

“This is a revolution for Alstom and for the future of mobility. 
The world’s first hydrogen fuel cell train is entering passenger 
service and is ready for serial production,” said Henri Poupart-
Lafarge, Chairman and CEO of Alstom. “The Coradia iLint heralds 
a new era in emission-free rail transport. It is an innovation 
that results from French-German teamwork and exemplifies 
successful cross-border cooperation.”

Dr. Bernd Althusmann, Lower Saxony’s Minister of Economy and 
Transport, whose department has supported LNVG’s purchase 
of another 14 hydrogen trains with more than €81 million, 
commented: “Lower Saxony is performing real pioneering work 
in local transport in cooperation with Alstom and EVB. The 
emission-free drive technology of the Coradia iLint provides 
a climate-friendly alternative to conventional diesel trains, 
particularly on non-electrified lines.”

The federal government has also supported the development 
and testing of the new drive technology by providing funds from 
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the National Innovation Program for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell 
Technology. “We are putting the first passenger train with fuel 
cell technology on the track. This is a strong sign for the mobility 
of the future. Hydrogen is a real, low-emission and efficient 
alternative to diesel. These trains can be operated cleanly and in 
an environmentally friendly way, especially on secondary lines 
where overhead lines are uneconomical or not available yet,” 
said Enak Ferlemann, Federal Government Commissioner for 
Rail Transport and Parliamentary State Secretary of the Federal 
Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure.

German hydrogen refuelling 
network expands with country’s 
50th station
In the presence of representatives of the European Union’s 
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), the 
German federal government, the government of the federal 
state of Brandenburg and the city of Potsdam, Germany’s 50th 
public hydrogen service station was opened in Horstweg, in 
the southeast of Potsdam. Alongside a 700-bar pump for cars, 
a facility for an optional 350-bar pump for filling up buses has 
been preliminarily installed at the station.

The technology for the new hydrogen facility at the TOTAL 
service station in Potsdam is produced by Linde and has the 
capacity for refuelling up to 40 vehicles per day. The facility is 
owned and operated by H2 MOBILITY, a joint venture formed 
by the companies Air Liquide, Daimler, Linde, OMV, Shell and 
TOTAL. The partners’ primary goal is to operate 100 stations 
in seven German metropolitan areas (Hamburg, Berlin, Rhine-
Ruhr, Frankfurt, Nuremberg, Stuttgart and Munich) and along 
motorways and highways by 2019. Another 300 hydrogen 
fuelling stations will follow as the vehicle numbers are ramped 
up.

For the establishment of the hydrogen station in Potsdam, 
H2 MOBILITY has received funding from the Fuel Cells and 
Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (FCH 2 JU). The FCH 2 JU receives 
support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation program.

H2 MOBILITY is part of the FCH JU-funded Hydrogen Mobility 
Europe (H2ME), a flagship project bringing together Europe’s 
leading initiatives in hydrogen mobility — in Germany, France, 
the UK and Scandinavia. Through H2ME, FCH JU is supporting 
the roll-out of a large scale hydrogen refuelling infrastructure, 
aimed at enabling Europe-wide emission-free driving.

“An important goal of our mobility strategy is the further 
development and testing of alternative drives. However, new 
mobility technologies can only succeed if the right infrastructure 
is in place. With the opening of the new service station, we have 
made considerable progress today,” said Kathrin Schneider, 
Minister of Transport of the State of Brandenburg.

Bruno Daude-Lagrave, CEO TOTAL Deutschland GmbH, also 
commented: “We work very closely with partners from 
industry and politics and, with the opening of the 50th public 
hydrogen station, jointly attained a significant milestone on 
the road to a nationwide H2 infrastructure in Germany. The 
station in Potsdam is the 18th within the network of TOTAL 
and an important element for further hydrogen projects in the 
region. Owing to its location close to the highway, the station 
completes the nationwide network for the market launch of 

fuel cell vehicles and moreover gives the perspective for the 
development of a bus fleet in Potsdam.”

Puertollano will be Spain’s first 
H2 refuelling point for commercial 
vehicles
Puertollano will be the first refueling facility in Spain for a 
commercial hydrogen fuel cell vehicle, a Toyota Mirai, at the 
service station located in the National Center and which is part 
of the activities of the Mobility Week. After touring Valencia 
and Madrid, the Toyota car will be refuelled in Puertollano in 
just three minutes and will have the capacity to travel another 
800 kilometres, explained Carlos Fúnez, head of the Centre’s 
open innovation unit.

Puertollano’s facility is one of the five hydrogen stations 
in the country, the rest are located in Albacete, Seville and 
Zaragoza, and the forecast is that the network reaches 
about 20 sites by 2020. In the world there are 350 hydrogen 
stations and 7,000 vehicles that run on hydrogen, a figure that 
continues to grow as there are more automakers working on 
prototypes. At the moment, Korea and Japan (Toyota, Hyundai 
and Honda) centralize an almost handmade manufacturing, 
not in series, so the price is not competitive (about 69,000 
Euros), explained the engineer Maximiano Bernabé.

However, it is expected that in a short time the cost of diesel- 
and hydrogen-powered vehicles will be similar. Meanwhile, 
different initiatives are working to implement hydrogen in 
captive fleets of buses or garbage trucks, with which it is 
easier to refuel at the same facility, just as it is already done 
with a hundred taxis in Paris, argued Fúnez.

The presence of this vehicle in Puertollano will be the 
framework for conference titled “Hydrogen as an alternative 
fuel of the present and the future,” which will open with the 
presence of the mayor Mayte Fernández, and the Minister 
of Economy and Business Patricia Franco, who will sign a 
collaboration agreement with the Center.
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British scientists develop process 
to produce biofuel from waste 
plastic
Discarded plastic could be used to fuel cars in the future 
thanks to a ground-breaking process developed by scientists 
from Swansea University. They have been able to transform 
unwanted plastic into hydrogen which in turn could be used 
to run vehicles. Most plastic bottles are made from PET 
[polyethylene terephthalate] which can be recycled but often 
end up being burned or thrown into landfill.

Dr Moritz Kuehnel, of the University’s chemistry 
department, told the BBC how light-absorbing material 
are added to the plastic, before it is placed in an alkaline 
solution and then exposed to sunlight, which creates 
hydrogen. He said this process could be cheaper than 
recycling because any kind of plastic can be used and it 
does not need to be cleaned first. “There’s a lot of plastic 
used every year – billions of tons – and only a fraction of it 
is being recycled. We are trying to find a use for what is not 
being recycled,” he said.

Dr Kuehnel added: “The beauty of this process is that it is 

not very picky. It can degrade all sorts of waste. Even if there 
is food or a bit of grease from a margarine tub, it doesn’t 
stop the reaction, it makes it better. The process produces 
hydrogen gas. You can see bubbles coming off the surface. 
You can use it, for example, to fuel a hydrogen car.”

He also commented that just one part of PET is used to produce 
the hydrogen and carbon dioxide – the other part stays intact 
and remains in the solution. He said: “We get the hydrogen fuel 
and we get a chemical we can use to make new plastic.” 
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Heavy-duty, natural gas engine with 
HPDI 2.0 will be available in China

Westport Fuel Systems will develop and commercialize a heavy-duty 
natural gas engine featuring the Westport HPDI 2.0™ technology, 
based on one of Weichai Power’s heavy-duty engine platforms.

W estport Fuel Systems Inc. has entered into 
definitive development and supply agreements 
with Weichai Westport Inc. (WWI) to develop, 
market and commercialize a heavy-duty, natural 

gas engine featuring the Westport HPDI 2.0™ technology, 
based on one of Weichai Power Co., Ltd.’s heavy-duty 
engine platforms.

Under the new development program for the Chinese 
market, Westport Fuel Systems will support the 
adaptation of the Westport HPDI 2.0 technology onto one 
of Weichai Power’s heavy-duty engine platforms, building 
on the years of experience WWI has with Westport HPDI 
technology. The new natural gas engine will be certified 
to meet China VI emissions standards and is expected to 
be launched in the second half of 2019.

Once in production, Westport Fuel Systems will supply 
critical HPDI 2.0 system components to WWI, each of 
which is required for every HPDI 2.0 engine sold by 
WWI.  WWI has committed to purchase HPDI 2.0 system 
components required for a minimum of 18,000 HPDI 2.0 
engines between the launch date and the end of 2023. In 
addition, Westport will receive a royalty payment from 
WWI for each engine sold in consideration of the HPDI 
license rights provided to WWI. WWI will market and sell 
the heavy-duty natural gas engines with the Westport 
HPDI 2.0 technology to various truck OEMs.

“We have achieved another milestone by fully and 
formally supporting our partner, Weichai, a dominant 
engine producer in China, in the development of clean 

heavy-duty vehicles to help reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions in China,” said Nancy Gougarty, CEO of 
Westport Fuel Systems. “These agreements demonstrate 
the viability of our market-ready, clean technology 
solutions; secure the value of our Westport HPDI 
technology; and provide protection to our intellectual 
property.”

“As the demand for natural gas vehicles has grown 
significantly over the years, the demand for better 
performing, cleaner, and more efficient engines has also 
increased,” said Dr. Tan Xuguang, Chairman of Weichai.  
“Westport HPDI 2.0 technology provides the only proven 
and commercially available solution that can deliver on 
all of these demands and provide up to 20% GHG 
reduction, while using a more economical fuel. This, 
combined with the extensive LNG fueling infrastructure 
network in China, will provide the domestic Chinese 
market with a viable clean technology solution that we 
believe will become the leading powertrain solution in the 
world for heavy-duty long-haul trucks.” 

On September 4 the official start of the natural gas 
vehicles rally along the Europe — China transport route 
took place in the Chinese town of Rudong, on the coast of 
the Yellow Sea. Around one hundred guests took part in 
the festive ceremony. The similar number of guests joined 
the event from Beijing via live broadcast, where the top 
management of the rally organizers, Gazprom, CNPC and 
KazMunayGas, welcomed the rally participants.

The main actors of the ceremony were LNG and CNG 
vehicles, which will drive nearly ten thousand kilometers 
through China, Kazakhstan and Russia on their way 
to the finish ceremony in St. Petersburg on October 4. 
The NGV rally crew includes heavy-duty trucks, buses 
and passenger cars produced by Russian and Chinese 
manufactures. All in all around 15 vehicles take part in 
the rally.

In his welcome speech, Vice-President of CNPC Qin 
Weizhong emphasized that development of natural gas 
fueling infrastructure along the Europe — China transport 
route could boost economic growth of the neighboring 
territories, and would make a significant contribution to 

World’s longest NGV rally started in China

natural environment protection.

Deputy Chairman of the Gazprom Management 
Committee Vitaly Markelov in his video message 
expressed his confidence that the rally will demonstrate 
economical and ecological benefits of natural gas as 
a vehicle fuel, especially for long distance heavy-duty 
trucks, and will become another important step in 
developing trade and economic cooperation of the three 
countries.

Chairman of the Board, General Director of JSC 
KazTransGas Rustam Suleimanov in his speech 
highlighted that expansion of environmentally friendly 
transport was one of the state priority for Kazakhstan on 
the transition to the ‘green’ economy.
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China’s first commercial-scale liquid 
hydrogen station under construction

Air Products and Fullcryo will cooperate from demonstration to commercialization, 
including construction, operation, maintenance, and gas supply for liquid hydrogen-
based fueling stations in China.

A ir Products has signed cooperation and equipment 
supply agreements with Beijing Sinoscience 
Fullcryo Technology Co., Ltd. (Fullcryo) to accelerate 
the development of hydrogen infrastructure and 

support Fullcryo’s first, and also China’s first, commercial-
scale liquid hydrogen-based fueling station. 

The two companies will cooperate from demonstration 
to commercialization, including construction, operation, 
maintenance, and gas supply for liquid hydrogen-based 
fueling stations in China.

Under the equipment supply agreement, Air Products 
will provide two state-of-the-art, integrated Smartfuel® 
technology fueling stations to Fullcryo for constructing the 
first-of-its-kind station located in Guangdong Province, 
South China.

In compliance with the SAE’s (Society of Automotive 
Engineers) J2601 fueling protocol, the station will consist of 

key components, including a liquid hydrogen storage tank, 
high-efficiency booster pump, high-pressure gasifier and 
gaseous storage tank, dispenser, and control system. Its 
fueling capacity is designed to reach 500 kilograms per day of 
hydrogen and can be expanded to 1,500 kilograms per day for 
both 35Mpa and 70Mpa fueling.

“We are pleased to join forces with Fullcryo and proud to play a 
key role in rolling out the world-class liquid hydrogen-based 
fueling station in China,” said Saw Choon Seong, China 
president at Air Products. “Air Products is committed to 
supporting the Chinese government to implement its hydrogen 
energy roadmap outlined in the 13th Five-Year Plan. We 
provide total solutions from hydrogen production, storage and 
delivery to fueling technology systems and related 
infrastructure. By combining these offerings with our global 
experiences, local leading supply capabilities and proven 
safety performance, we strive to drive continuous 
breakthroughs and commercialization of the environmentally-
friendly fuel for a greener planet.” 
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China’s first commercial-scale liquid 
hydrogen station under construction

LNG-powered 23,000 TEU ultra large 
container vessel under development

The expansion in bunkering infrastructure in both China and Europe means that LNG is 
becoming a viable solution for container vessels, lowering costs and ensuring compliance 
with incoming regulations, according to Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Company.

D alian Shipbuilding Industry Company Ltd. (DSIC) 
and classification society DNV GL announced 
the signing of a joint development project (JDP) 
agreement to develop a new 23,000 TEU LNG-

powered ultra large container vessel (ULCV). The JDP 
is focused on delivering a design which is ready for 
construction and reflects upcoming market trends and 
incoming regulations.
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RecuaThe next-generation bulk carriers Haaga and Viikki 
were delivered to Aspo Group’s ESL Shipping from Jinling 
Shipyard in Nanjing, China. The 160-meter, 25,600 dwt, 
LNG-powered vessels generates less than 50% of the 
carbon dioxide emissions of the previous generation of 
vessels. They can also be fueled by completely carbon-free 
biogas, once the availability of biogas improves over time.

The vessels, which incorporate several innovative 
solutions to reduce its environmental footprint by 
minimizing their energy consumption and emissions, will 
first head from the shipyard to Japan, from where they 
will arrive fully laden at the Baltic Sea approximately by 
mid-September (Haaga) and the end of October (Viikki). 
The plan is that both vessels will travel to the Baltic Sea 
via the Northern Sea Route. This shortens the travel 
time by nearly three weeks compared to the route via the 
Panama Canal and, therefore, significantly reduces the 
environmental impact of the trip.

The completion of the new vessels will have a positive 

World’s most eco-friendly bulk carriers 
were delivered in China

effect on the shipping company’s profitability and 
competitiveness. “Viikki and Haaga significantly reduce 
emissions from our customers’ transportation chains, 
and this new vessel category increases the flexibility of 
deliveries. We are proud that these innovative and energy-
efficient vessels sail under the Finnish flag,” said Mikki 
Koskinen, Managing Director of ESL Shipping.

“This investment of around EUR 60 million is significant 
for a company of Aspo’s size. It’s also an excellent 
example of our responsible ownership, as environmental 
responsibility involves considering future generations, 
too. The design and construction of the new vessels were 
completed as planned. The vessels will considerably 
increase ESL Shipping’s capacity, in addition to improving 
its profitability,” added Aki Ojanen, CEO of Aspo Plc and 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of ESL Shipping.

This newbuilding project is part of the Bothnia Bulk 
project, partly funded by the EU. Its goal is to modernize 
the sea route between Luleå, Oxelösund and Raahe to be 
more eco-friendly. The vessels have been designed by 
Deltamarin in Finland, and European equipment suppliers 
have provided roughly 60% of all vessel systems.

Interest in alternative fuels has moved from the margins 
to the centre of the maritime world as environmental 
regulations designed to reduce shipping’s emissions 
to air come into effect. For many operational uses, the 
combination of technical maturity, efficiency, availability, 
and emissions reduction mean that LNG is now a viable 
solution.

“In developing this new 23,000 TEU LNG fueled ULCV 
design, we will show that DSIC can deliver vessels at the 
cutting edge of the market after two 20,000 TEU container 
vessels were successfully delivered to COSCO SHIPPING 
Group this year,” said Yang Zhi Zhong, President of DSIC. 

“The expansion in bunkering infrastructure in both China 
and Europe means that LNG is becoming a viable solution 
for container vessels, lowering costs and ensuring 
compliance with incoming regulations.”

“We would like to thank DSIC for selecting DNV GL to take 
part in this project and trusting our expertise in LNG-
fueled and container shipping,” said Knut Ørbeck-
Nilssen, CEO of DNV GL – Maritime. “The new JDP will 
build on the long and productive cooperation between 
DSIC and DNV GL, and we look forward to working with 
DSIC to ensure that the design meets the relevant class 
and international standards and regulations.” 
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Indian market prepares for first 
adsorbent natural gas conversions

stored, transported and used for many applications.

The digester will get its food waste from one of APPL 
Industries’ factories and turn the waste into biogas that 
will be used to fuel the Hyundai ANG test vehicle, cooking 
stoves, water heaters, wall heaters and generators. 
The natural and biogas that is used at this facility will 
be compressed with Cenergy Solutions’ CS-180 ANG 

A joint venture successfully opened an adsorbent natural gas test and 
demonstration facility in Pune, India, and will also be exploring the storage and 
transportation of wellhead gas that is stranded from natural gas pipelines.

C energy Solutions has partnered with APPL 
Industries (a large manufacturing firm that has a 
reputation of delivering timely and quality products 
to OEMs and other industries throughout the world) 

to create a new joint venture, APPL-Cenergy Solutions, in 
India. The joint venture successfully opened an adsorbent 
natural gas (ANG) test and demonstration facility in 
Pune, India, and will also be exploring the storage and 
transportation of wellhead gas that is stranded from 
natural gas pipelines.

The APPL-Cenergy Solutions facility, which will 
demonstrate how ANG technology allows for the economic, 
storage, transport and utilization of biogas, is also 
converting a 2-wheeler and a rickshaw to ANG and biogas 
tanks by October 2018.

The facility is now actively testing and demonstrating the 
use of ANG technology to fuel test vehicles and other natural 
gas appliances. A new digester has been installed and CNG 
tanks have been converted to ANG tanks to showcase the 
low pressure and high storage capacity of ANG technology at 
the facility. The mission of the new facility is to demonstrate 
that natural gas and biogas captured by ANG can be easily 

About 10,000 CNG stations to be in place; Bio-ATF and Bio-
CNG policies to be formulated

The Union Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas & Skill 
Development and Entrepreneurship Shri Dharmendra 
Pradhan has emphasized on a clean, efficient and 
affordable mobility system. In his opening remarks at the 
Global Mobility Summit 2018, he said that despite changing 
global trends, consumption of petrol and diesel in India 
is growing in excess of 5% per annum. Whatever be the 
scenario of the growth of electric vehicles, India would still 
need higher refining capacities. 

To achieve cleaner emissions, the Minister added, India 
will leapfrog from BS-IV to BS-VI standards, and the 
NCT of Delhi has already switched to the better fuel 
since April this year. Shri Pradhan said the Government 
has already implemented fuel efficiency norms for 
commercial heavy vehicles.

Talking about the gas based transportation solutions, 
the Minister said that the use of CNG, LNG and Bio-CNG 
is being promoted in the sector, and there are plans 
in place to have about 10,000 CNG stations within a 
decade, covering over half of the country. On the issue of 
promoting LNG as a fuel for long distance transportation 
by heavy commercial vehicles, Shri Pradhan informed 
about the efforts being made by Public sector oil 

Indian government emphasizes on a clean, 
efficient and affordable mobility system

companies and some private enterprises in setting up 
LNG distribution infrastructure. 

He said that 12 bio-refineries are being set up and steps 
are being taken to achieve 10% ethanol blending. Soon, 
Bio-ATF and Bio-CNG policies will be formulated. Indian 
Oil has tied up with the Delhi Government to introduce 50 
hydrogen enriched CNG buses next year. 

In the session, Graham Stuart, Parliamentary Under 
Secretary of State, UK, Lam Pin Min, Senior Minister for 
Health and Transport, Singapore, and Sindisiwe Chikunga, 
Deputy Minister of Transport, South Africa, also participated. 
All of them outlined the trends and developments in the 
mobility sector in their respective countries. 
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Korea bets on the development 
of LNGpowered mobility

K orea Gas Corp. will be running LNG-powered trucks 
starting this month, as part of its shift toward eco-
friendly fuel such as natural gas and hydrogen, 
according to the public corporation Wednesday. 

Korea Gas Corp. said it would operate a pilot project 
involving 400-horsepower LNG trucks in partnership with 
Tata Daewoo, an automaker headquartered in Korea and 
owned by the Indian company Tata Motors, until early next 
year. After the pilot project, dozens more LNG trucks will 
be provided in 2019. 

The pilot project is part of the public natural gas 
company’s attempts to provide LNG to trucks currently 
powered by diesel, which accounts for 63% of fine dust 
emissions in Korea. Through the business, it hopes to 
improve air quality by reducing fine dust, diversify energy 
sources for transportation and create new demand for 
natural gas. 

The plan regarding LNG trucks was part of the company’s 
announcement Wednesday that it would invest 1 trillion 
won ($890 million) in the areas of LNG trucks, liquefied 
natural gas bunkering and hydrogen, in line with the 
nation’s “Renewable Energy 3020” goal to increase the 
use of renewable energy to 20% by 2030 amid growing 
concerns over fine dust and climate change. 

For LNG bunkering -- the practice of providing LNG 
fuel to a ship -- Korea Gas Corp. plans to map out legal 

grounds for the use of LNG as vessel fuel in discussion 
with the government, and to make an investment in 
bunkering facility construction in Southeast Asia to 
increase demand. 

The corporation will also launch a pilot project involving 
LNG refueling stations in ports and cargo terminals in 
2020, with the aim of starting mass production in 2021. 

Demand for LNG bunkering is expected to reach 310,000 
tons in 2022 and 1.3 million tons in 2030 in Korea, 
according to Korea Gas Corp.

In the area of hydrogen, the public corporation signed 
a partnership agreement with Australian petroleum 
exploration company Woodside last month to strengthen 
business cooperation. 

It is also pushing for the establishment of special purpose 
company to set up hydrogen charging stations jointly with 
other organizations and companies, including Hyundai Motor 
and SK Gas. Through the special purpose company, it plans 
to establish 100 hydrogen charging stations by 2022. 

The state-run Korea Gas Corp. (KOGAS) said it will invest 1 trillion won (US$895 million) by 2025 to 
establish infrastructure for LNG-powered vessels and trucks, as well as hydrogen-fueled vehicles.

India’s capital city is all set to welcome a cleaner version 
of CNG, which was introduced a decade ago with an aim 
of reducing pollution caused due to petrol and diesel. 
As per reports, Delhiites will be introduced to H-CNG or 
hydrogen-CNG.

The eco-friendly fuel is a mixture of hydrogen and CNG. 
A mix of 18% hydrogen gas can drastically reduce the 
emission of carbon monoxide and various other harmful 
gases. The latest development is post the submission of 
a report by the Environment Pollution (Prevention and 
Control) (EPCA) to the Supreme Court.

In August, the top court had advised the government 
and Indian Oil Corporation Ltd consider H-CNG as an 

H-CNG could power Delhi vehicles alternative for the fuels which are used currently. This was 
because the report showed that the H-CNG can reduce the 
emission of CO and various other harmful emissions by 
around 70%. Along with this, the new green alternative will 
help reduce the fuel prices.

As per the apex court, before marketing the variant it will 
be first tested on 50 buses. If the test gets successful, the 
H-CNG will be made available in the market. According to 
the report, Indian Oil Corporation officials have assured 
that they will be working soon on the H-CNG, once they are 
allotted with a bus depot.

In the past few years, the pollution levels in New Delhi were 
increasing drastically and the new development is an apt 
move to tackle the issues with pollution.

automated compressor that can fill ANG tanks 24/7.

Gary Fanger, CEO of Cenergy Solutions said: “Cenergy 
Solutions with their new partner APPL Industries will be 
able to bring safe, inexpensive and in most cases renewable 

energy to homes and business across India to replace 
gasoline, diesel, LPG and biomass fuels. Utilizing otherwise 
wasted renewable biogas that is abundant in India will 
make life easier for their citizens and help to stimulate jobs 
and business across the country”.
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ABS will class Singapore’s first 
LNG bunker barge

The vessel, with 7,500 cubic meters of LNG capacity, will be owned and 
operated by FueLNG Pte Ltd, a joint venture between Shell and Keppel 
Offshore & Marine. Construction is scheduled to begin in January 2019.

A BS was selected by FueLNG Pte Ltd to class 
Singapore’s first LNG bunker barge. The vessel, 
with 7,500 cubic meters of LNG capacity, will be 
owned and operated by FueLNG Pte Ltd, a joint 

venture between Shell and Keppel Offshore & Marine. 
Construction is scheduled to begin in January 2019.

The LNG bunker barge will be based in the Port of 
Singapore and will supply necessary LNG to large ocean-
going LNG-powered vessels throughout the region. To help 
spur the project, Singapore’s Maritime and Port Authority 
(MPA) recently granted up to $3 million to FueLNG Pte Ltd 
to build the vessel.     

“This project is an important milestone for the region and 
is a key component of Singapore’s strategy to become the 

world’s largest bunkering port,” said ABS Vice President 
Global Gas Solutions, Patrick Janssens. 

“LNG as fuel has become an increasingly popular option 
for many shipowners looking to comply with environmental 
requirements and gain new operational efficiencies. 
Projects like this are critical to help expand the LNG supply 
chain and advance adoption of LNG as fuel,” he added.

Last year, ABS published its Guide for LNG Bunkering 
which sets out standards for LNG bunkering systems fitted 
to vessels intended for ship-to-ship LNG transfer. The 
Guide also addresses bunkering station safety, lifting and 
hose handling equipment, control, monitoring and 
emergency shutdown safety systems, and emergency 
release systems.
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T he University of California, Riverside Bourns 
College of Engineering Center for Environmental 
Research and Technology (CE-CERT) and 
Southern California Gas Co. (SoCalGas) 

announced the results of a new study on ultra-low 
emission natural gas heavy-duty engines, showing 
a new 11.9-liter engine achieved California’s lowest 
smog-forming emissions standard, and maintained 
those emissions during all types of driving. The study 
results underscore the importance of the near-zero truck 
engines for cleaning the air.

The new near-zero emissions 12-liter engine, made by 
Cummins Westport, is the only heavy-duty engine in the 
category to not only meet, but exceed, the California Air 
Resources Board’s cleanest optional low-NOx standard of 
0.02 g/bhp-hr. Kent Johnson, associate research engineer 
at CE-CERT, led the tests on the near-zero emissions 
natural gas engine.

The evaluation included regulated and non-regulated 

New study reveals natural gas 
engine can achieve the lowest 
smog emissions

The study on ultra-low emission natural gas heavy-duty engines showed a new 11.9-liter 
engine achieved California’s lowest smog-forming emissions standard, and maintained 
those emissions during all types of driving.

emissions, ultrafine particles, global warming potential, 
and fuel economy. The testing was performed during in-
use testing on a dynamometer that simulated various types 
of driving conditions, from pulling into a loading dock to 
regional hauling. Johnson performed similar testing on 
an 8.9-liter near-zero natural gas engine last year. Those 
results found the smaller engine had even lower emissions 
than California standards will require in the near future—in 
some driving conditions, almost zero.

“The transportation sector accounts for more than 80% 
of smog-forming emissions in California,” said Sharon 
Tomkins, vice president of customer solutions and strategy 
for SoCalGas. “The test results from UC Riverside once 
again show the latest natural gas engine technology, which 
is available and on the road today, will play a vital role in 
achieving California’s clean air goals.”

The full study, funded by the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District, the California Energy Commission 
and SoCalGas, can be found here. 
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As the transportation sector continues to grow, 
diversified affordable solutions will ensure resiliency and 
affordability, while meeting increasing energy demands. 
Natural gas is poised to play a key role as a versatile, low-
emission fuel and is an increasingly attractive alternative 
to conventional diesel fuel. 

To help advance natural gas vehicle technologies, the 
U.S. Department of Energy, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL), California Energy Commission, 
and South Coast Air Quality Management District have 
partnered to launch a research effort to drive past 
technical barriers to the increased use of natural gas for 
medium- and heavy-duty engines and vehicles.

U.S. Energy Department promotes NGV 
adoption with new research

As part of this effort, NREL issued a Request for 
Proposals (RFP) to award up to $11 million for projects 
that focus on: (1) reducing the cost natural gas vehicles, 
(2) increasing vehicle efficiency, and (3) advancing new 
innovative medium- and heavy-duty natural gas engine 
designs. This RFP builds on the lessons-learned from 
the partners’ broad experiences in natural gas vehicle 
technologies.

Projects selected through this solicitation will complement 
Vehicle Technologies Office (VTO) research started in FY 
2017 to improve the performance, reliability, durability, 
cost-effectiveness, and efficiency of natural gas vehicles.

Cost-effectively achieving diesel-like efficiency in natural 
gas engines, while meeting emissions standards, will 
improve the viability of natural gas fueled medium- and 
heavy-duty vehicles.
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Las Vegas buses speed up 
transition to clean-burning CNG

Las Vegas Valley transit operator has introduced 55 New Flyer natural gas 
buses to its fleet, while it plans to refuel the vehicles at the nation’s largest 
single CNG station, operated by Trillium.

T he Regional Transportation Commission of 
Southern Nevada (RTC), which operates in Las 
Vegas Valley, has ordered 40 60-foot CNG and 15 
40-foot CNG Xcelsior® buses to bus manufacturer 

New Flyer. The buses represent executed options from 
New Flyer’s contract with RTC which began in 2015. New 
Flyer has delivered 146 Xcelsior CNG buses to RTC since 
2013, of which 81 were high-capacity, 60-foot buses.

“New Flyer is proud to be an innovator in the heavy-duty 
transit bus industry, increasing efficiency and reducing 
greenhouse gases with versatile propulsion solutions,” 
said Wayne Joseph, President of New Flyer of America.

“We have a great relationship with the RTC and look 
forward to continuing that partnership with low-emission, 
high-capacity buses that improve transit mobility while 
eliminating emissions,” he added

RTC is a regional entity overseeing public transportation 
for Southern Nevada, and delivered over 63 million 
boardings in 2017 in the greater Las Vegas Valley.

The nation’s soon-to-be largest single CNG station

Trillium now operates the nation’s soon-to-be largest single 
CNG station. The Regional Transportation Commission 

of Southern Nevada (RTC) in Las Vegas, Nevada, selected 
Trillium, a Love’s Company, to be its new operations and 
maintenance provider to its two CNG stations. The stations 
currently provide fuel to more than 330 paratransit buses 
and more than 230 fixed-route buses powered by CNG. These 
numbers are expected to increase over the next five years as 
the RTC converts its fleet to nearly 100% CNG vehicles.

Love’s alternative fuel branch will implement a 
comprehensive CNG maintenance plan for RTC including 
proactive, scheduled and emergency maintenance. The 
four-year contract began July 2018 and contains two 
optional one-year extensions.

“Safety and preventative maintenance are paramount 
in operations of this magnitude,” said Bill Cashmareck, 
managing director of Trillium. “Keeping RTC rolling in the 
best possible shape is of the utmost importance, not only 
to the city’s millions of visitors, but also to residents who 
rely on paratransit and route services to commute to work 
and beyond.”

Trillium will provide CNG maintenance services at RTC’s 
Integrated Bus Maintenance Facility (IBMF) located at 2751 
Simmons, North Las Vegas, Nevada 89030; and Sunset 
Maintenance Facility (SMF) located at 5165 West Sunset 
Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118. 
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The United States Postal Service (USPS) awarded 
Matheson Postal Services with another large contract 
which extends across the west coast. The new contract, 
which began August 1 and will continue for four years, 
will include about 9 million miles of transportation, 
which will add to the accelerated growth Matheson 
has experienced in recent years. In considering 
environmental sustainability, the company plans to 
execute transportation needs with all CNG tractors.

Matheson Companies President and CEO, Mark 
Matheson said, “Every new contract is an opportunity to 
implement improvements that will allow us to keep our 
99% on-time track record. Ultimately, it’s an opportunity 
to show our customers why they choose us first.”

United States Postal Service increases 
deliveries with NGVs

For Chief Operating Officer, Charles Mellor, the contract 
is a reflection of the effort that Matheson exerts in 
delivering quality, on-time service to its customers. 
“Hard work goes into this, which is why we are able to 
succeed in what we do at such unprecedented rates,” he 
said. “We truly appreciate that our customer recognizes 
this. To know we have been able to develop such a 
trust-based relationship with the United States Postal 
Services is the ultimate compliment.”

According to the United States Postal Service facts 
website, the first Postmaster General was appointed 
in 1775. Since then, the United States Postal Service 
has grown to process and deliver over 493 million mail 
pieces each day. With over 155 million delivery points, 
the USPS not only delivers mail to every address in 
America, but it also handles almost 50% of the entire 
world’s mail.

NGVAmerica and partners announced plans for the 
2018 Drive NatGas ‘Sea-to-Shining-Sea’ NGV Road 
Rally Across America. The road rally will launch in late 
September from an even on Capitol Hill in Washington, 
DC, traveling westward until concluding on November 
14 at the start of NGVAmerica’s 30th Anniversary Annual 
Meeting & Industry Summit in Palm Springs, California.

The benefits of using CNG, LNG, and biomethane in 
transportation and the variety of vehicles commercially 
available today operating on natural gas will be 
incorporated into multiple stops throughout the country. 
This year, the organizers expect to highlight all aspects 
of natural gas use in transportation—everything from 
traditional on-road refuse, transit, school transport, 
delivery, and long-haul trucking uses to emerging off-
road marine, rail, and construction/mining applications—
at events all along the route.

The NGV Road Rally Across America will include NGV 
stakeholders showcasing their investment in clear air 
technology. Events across the country will draw media 
attention to the historic VW settlement program and 
serve to educate local, state, and federal officials on 
how NGVs are the most cost-effective use of funds for 

2018 coast-to-coast NGV Road Rally 
announced

clean transportation projects outlines in the $2.9 billion 
Environmental Mitigation Trust Fund.

Last year’s successful 18-stop, 4,850-mile trip from 
Long Beach, California to Washington, DC accomplished 
several important goals: created a celebratory 
atmosphere around the benefits of NGVs that supporters 
of the rally used with customers and policymakers, 
provided a venue to present 50 awards to state officials 
and stakeholders who championed natural gas 
issues, served to educate attendees on NGVs’ value 
propositions, highlighted the growth of biomethane and 
its transportation fuel benefits, proved that NGV range 
anxiety is a myth, and garnered positive media attention.
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C alifornia Governor Jerry Brown signed the AB 2061, 
a bill authored by Assemblymember Jim Frazier 
(D-Discovery Bay), which allows ultraclean heavy-
duty trucks to exceed California’s weight limits 

by as much as 2,000 pounds, accommodating the extra 
weight of natural gas and other clean truck fuel systems. 
According to Frazier, increasing these limits will make 
alternative fuel trucks more competitive with diesel- and 
gasoline-powered trucks.

The AB 2061 allows near-zero-emission or zero-emission 
vehicles to weigh up to 82,000 pounds. Effective January 1, 
the law erases an economic advantage for diesel trucks: to 
comply with the state’s current weight limits, clean truck 
operators have had to cut their carrying capacity, which 
effectively punishes fleets for emitting fewer pollutants.

“This law makes it easier for fleets to adopt all types 
of alternative fuel technologies, and it recognizes the 
importance of near-zero heavy-duty NGVs to California’s 
long-term transportation strategy,” said Thomas Lawson, 
president of the California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition. 
“Allowing NGVs to carry the same weight of goods will cut 
down on NGV truck trips, reducing emissions even further. 
It also eliminates a disincentive to switch from diesel to 

California Gov. approves bill allowing 
clean fuel trucks to exceed weight limit

natural gas.” The Coalition sponsored the bill along with 
CALSTART and the San Diego County Disposal Association.

The legislation mirrors the federal Fixing America’s 
Surface Transportation (FAST) Act of 2015, which modified 
truck size and weight provisions to compensate for the 
heavier fuel and tank systems of NGVs. The FAST Act 
applies only to federal interstate highways; it allows each 
state to decide whether to increase its limits.

The bill was co-sponsored by CALSTART, the California 
Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition, and San Diego County 
Disposal Association. The coalition supporting the legislation 
was diverse, ranging from Tesla to Cummins to Southern 
California Edison to the California Trucking Association.

Moreover, Gov. Brown has approved the SB 1440, which 
facilitates pipeline integration of biomethane. The signing 
of the bill benefits ratepayers, is cost-effective and 
advances the state’s environmental and energy policies. 
“The signing of SB 1440 into law is an important next step 
towards realizing increased development, deployment and 
utilization of renewable natural gas from a variety of 
feedstocks in the state” said Johannes Escudero, CEO of 
the Renewable Natural Gas Coalition. 

Jerry Brown signed the AB 2061, which allows ultraclean heavy-duty trucks to exceed 
California’s weight limits by as much as 2,000 pounds, accommodating the extra weight 
of natural gas and other clean truck fuel systems.
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S outhern California Gas Co. (SoCalGas) will soon 
begin using renewable natural gas for the first time 
at the 25 utility-owned natural gas vehicle fueling 
stations across its service territory, as well as at 

six fueling stations in the San Diego area. In August, the 
utility received approval from the California Public Utilities 
Commission (CPUC) for a pilot program to purchase the 
renewable fuel and capture the additional environmental 
credits generated. Now, it published a Request for Offer 
(RFO), and expects to complete gas purchase agreements 
in the near future.

Because renewable natural gas can be stored and 
delivered through the existing natural gas infrastructure, 
SoCalGas can help California reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and meet the state’s renewable energy and air 
quality goals in a cost-effective way. 

“We will continue to work to increase the use and 
production of renewable natural gas, meeting consumer 
preferences and helping to achieve state’s climate 
and air quality goals while efficiently using existing 
infrastructure,” said Sharon Tomkins, SoCalGas’ vice 
president of customer solutions and strategy.

Increasing biomethane availability 
at California refueling stations

“Using renewable natural gas to fuel near-zero emission 
heavy-duty trucks in Southern California will help solve 
our air quality problems while lowering climate impacts,” 
said Dr. Joseph Lyou, President and CEO of the Coalition 
for Clean Air and a member of the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District Governing Board.

Biomethane is an important tool for reducing emissions 
from California’s transportation sector, which is 
responsible for about 40% of the state’s greenhouse gas 
emissions and more than 80% of its smog-forming (NOx) 
emissions. The latest generation of natural gas engines for 
heavy duty vehicles can reduce smog-forming emissions 
by more than 90% compared to the cleanest heavy-duty 
diesel trucks.  When these ultra-low emissions natural gas 
trucks are fueled with renewable natural gas, greenhouse 
gas emissions are reduced by at least 80%. 

SoCalGas will soon begin using renewable natural gas for the first time at the 25 utility-owned 
natural gas vehicle fueling stations. In August, it received approval from the CPUC for a pilot program 
to purchase the renewable fuel and capture the additional environmental credits generated. 

The benefits of fueling airport transportation vehicles 
with natural gas are clear: lower fuel costs compared to 
diesel, improved public health and air quality, reduced 
greenhouse gas environmental impact, and increased 
U.S. energy independence. An early adopter of NGVs, 
the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) began 
transitioning its fleet away from diesel in the late 1990s. 
DFW is the only airport in the United States to be certified 
as carbon neutral and the largest airport in the world with 
that distinction.

Today, 95% of DFW’s 317 airport vehicles are powered by 
CNG, including 187 shuttle buses, 120 fleet trucks and 
sedans, and various large service equipment vehicles. 
In 2016 alone, the airport reduced its petroleum use by 
three million gallons. Today, DFW continues to pursue 
sustainability initiatives with a focus on cleaner and more 
cost-effective renewable fuel sources.

DFW recently partnered with Clean Energy to power the 
airport’s vehicle fleet with renewable natural gas. The 
contract calls for Clean Energy to provide the airport with 
its Redeem™ brand of biomethane, the first renewable 
and commercially available vehicle fuel made entirely 
from 100% organic waste. The use of biomethane is 
expected to further reduce DFW fleet greenhouse gas 
emissions by approximately 70%.

DFW International Airport cuts its 
carbon footprint with biomethane

“We applaud Dallas-Fort Worth for its commitment to 
achieve carbon neutrality and are proud that our Redeem 
product helps to support that effort,” said Ashley White, 
director and head of corporate sustainability, Clean 
Energy. “Businesses and municipalities are learning that 
by fueling with renewable natural gas they get a cleaner 
fuel that is domestically produced, organically sourced, 
and more economical.” Are you looking for plus size 
swimwear cheap online? Shop the greatest selection of 
Plus Size Swimwear at SwimwearLux for women and girls 
with free delivery to United States, Canada, UK, Australia. 
Use promo-code “SWIMLUX2018” for additional discount 
up to 50% OFF.

In addition to the biomethane fueling agreement, 
Clean Energy and DFW extended their long-standing 
partnership which began nearly 20 years ago when Clean 
Energy built the airport’s first fueling station which has 
since expanded to an additional site at the Rental Car 
Center. The combined stations dispense over two million 
gasoline gallon equivalents (GGEs) each year.
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In July, Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc (Enbridge) 
announced a joint project with the city of Toronto to 
construct the city’s first biogas facility, located at the 
Dufferin Solid Waste Management site, and Xebec 
will be the supplier for the turn-key biogas upgrading 
system that will help turn the city’s organic waste into 
clean energy.

Almost 50% of household waste (by weight) is organic 
material. When organic waste breaks down, biogas 
or methane is created. Many municipalities and 
sewage treatment plants burn off this methane into 
the atmosphere. But by cleaning and conditioning the 
methane, a valuable energy resource can be created: 
biomethane, a sustainable, and carbon neutral source 
of energy which is identical to natural gas. It can be 
injected into the gas pipeline network or it can be used 
independently as a fuel for transport, heating or power 
generation, significantly offsetting greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions.

Xebec offers solutions for biogas upgrading using 
proprietary Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology. 
“Since biomethane is a relatively new field for clean 
technologies, it has taken several hard years to establish 
ourselves in this field and to prove our technologies. 
Now that there are a number of projects operating 

Xebec will supply biogas system to 
Toronto’s waste-to-energy project

(Xebec has over 50 running plants, and worldwide there 
are about 500 units operating), the marketplace can 
assess which technologies actually deliver as promised,” 
said the company.

The city of Toronto project provides a perfect example of 
a truly closed loop – where Green Bin organic waste is 
collected, cleaned and conditioned to become carbon-
neutral renewable natural gas, and then injected into 
the gas grid to fuel the collection trucks that pick it up. 
Expected to be completed in 2019, the project will allow 
the city to reduce fuel costs for its fleet of collection 
trucks and significantly reduce its carbon footprint.

Puregas Solutions, a part of Wärtsilä, has been 
contracted to supply a turnkey biogas upgrading plant 
to the USA. The plant will upgrade an existing anaerobic 
digester (AD) to produce biomethane. It has been ordered 
by a leader in sustainable agricultural practices, located 
in the state of Oregon. The plant is expected to produce 
around 81 mmBTU of biomethane per year. This is 
equivalent to the annual energy consumption of over 
15,000 households, 570 city buses, or 10,000 cars, with an 
annual CO2 reduction of 51,000 tons.

The Puregas solution will process 3100 cfm (cubic feet 
per minute) of biogas from the anaerobic digestion of 
manure from more than 50,000 dairy cows. The renewable 
natural gas will then be injected into a pipeline for use as 

Dairy facility orders biogas plant to cut 
methane emissions and produce biofuel

transportation fuel in California, the adjoining state. This 
is the first order received by Puregas from the USA

The project includes the installation of gas conditioning 
equipment, as well as compression to 975 psi for pipeline 
injection. The Puregas CApure CA80 biogas upgrading 
plant is scheduled to be delivered during the first quarter 
of 2019. The contract also includes the supply and 
installation of a hydrogen sulfide removal system.

“This project, which essentially converts the methane gas 
from animal manure into a sustainable transportation 
fuel, is environmentally significant and an indicator 
perhaps of a future trend in biogas upgrading in the 
agricultural industry. Our capability to deliver the 
necessary technology in a turnkey solution was the key 
to securing this important contract,” said Jan Molin, 
Managing Director, Puregas Solutions.
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H exagon Composites’ subsidiary Hexagon Lincoln 
has been awarded an order for TITAN® modules 
from Certarus Ltd., provider of fully integrated 
CNG delivery solutions, with a total value of USD 

14.6 million. The Mobile Pipelines modules will support 
Certarus’ eastern Canada and southwest United States 
expansion into industrial, mining and agricultural power 
generation. Deliveries of the TITAN® 4 modules are 
scheduled to commence in the third quarter of 2018 and 
continue through the first quarter of 2019.

The TITAN® platform gave birth to modern CNG 
distribution by Mobile Pipelines. Hexagon’s Type 4 
cylinder technology transformed the industry with new 
levels performance for weight, capacity, and total cost of 
ownership. Today it is the most prevalent Mobile Pipelines 
trailer in the world and over and over customers choose 

More CNG mobile pipelines support 
North American industry

Hexagon’s Mobile Pipelines modules will support Certarus’ eastern Canada and southwest United States 
expansion into industrial, mining and agricultural power generation. Deliveries of the TITAN® 4 modules 
are scheduled to commence in the third quarter of 2018 and continue through the first quarter of 2019.

TITAN® for its proven safety and reliability.

“Hexagon’s Mobile Pipelines modules continue to be the 
core of our fleet. They’ve allowed us to grow Certarus into 
the leading end to end Mobile Pipelines solution provider in 
North America” said Curtis Philippon, President and CEO 
of Certarus Ltd. “Our latest agreement also expands our 
strategic relationship.”

“We continue to see strong growth in the Mobile Pipelines 
market,” said Jack Schimenti, President of Hexagon 
Lincoln. “We are proud to be a trusted partner of Certarus, 
who is a pioneer in the supply of clean fuel into various 
energy intensive industries, including oil and gas and 
power generation. This new follow-on order continues to 
affirm Hexagon’s class leading product performance and 
unmatched after-sales service support.” 

Quantum Fuel Systems announced that Transport Canada, 
department within the government of Canada which 
is responsible for developing regulations, policies and 
services of transportation, has granted the Canadian 
Equivalency Certification for its mobile pipeline trailers. 
This certification enables Quantum’s product to be 
registered and utilized in Canada. In this country, the CNG 
cylinders are approved in accordance with TC-SU-5931, 
which is based on ISO11119-3.2 and BS 3.3.9, TC-3FCM, 
CAN/CSA B339 and other Transport Canada requirements.

“We are committed to continue to build our portfolio 
of product offerings to support our customers’ diverse 
needs. Receiving the Equivalency Certification from 
Transport Canada now allows us to support our customers 
in the Canadian market to meet the energy needs of their 
customers in the most efficient way possible,” said Mark 
Arold, president of Quantum Fuel Systems LLC.

Permitted by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 

Canadian government awards permit to use 
CNG mobile pipeline trailers

in September 2014, Quantum has been selling its vast 
product line of various-sized mobile pipeline trailers in 
the U.S. since that time. Quantum’s innovative solution 
for CNG transport uses high capacity tanks with a longer 
tank life, and provides dollar-for-dollar more fuel at a 
lower cost with fewer trailers and increased uptime. 
These high-capacity trailers are easily transportable 
domestically and globally.

Quantum manufactures trailers in sizes to economically 
meet any customer’s needs: the VP5000 is configured up 
to 638 MCF @ 5,000 psi where trailer weight can exceed 
80,000 lbs; the VPLite51 is configured up to 530 MCF @ 
3,600 psi and is under 80,000 lbs of total weight; and the 
VPLite45 is configured up to 470 MCF @ 3,600 psi and is 
under 80,000 lbs of total weight.
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T he California Air Resources Board (CARB) has 
preliminarily awarded $41 million to the Port of 
Los Angeles for the Zero-Emission and Near Zero-
Emission Freight Facilities (ZANZEFF) project. The 

total cost for this initial phase is $82,568,872, with partners 
providing 50.2% in match funding. 

The project, proposed with support from Toyota, Kenworth, 
and Shell, provides a large-scale “shore to store” plan and a 
hydrogen fuel cell technology framework for freight facilities 
to structure operations for future goods movement.

The Port of Los Angeles will develop the project in several 
phases, ultimately encompassing initiatives in Southern 
California, the Central Coast Area, and Merced County. 
The initial phase is designed to kick-start the leap to a 
new class of goods movement vehicles, while reducing 
emissions in designated disadvantaged communities. 

The project phases will include 10 new zero-emissions 
hydrogen fuel cell Class 8 on-road trucks on the Kenworth 
T680 platform that will be developed through a collaboration 
between Kenworth and Toyota to move cargo from the Los 
Angeles ports (the trucks will be operated by Toyota Logistics 
Services, United Parcel Services, Total Transportation 
Services Inc., and Southern Counties Express).

The initiative also includes two new large capacity heavy-

Toyota, Kenworth, Shell, Port of Los 
Angeles get fund for new H2 project

duty hydrogen fueling stations that will be developed by 
Shell in Wilmington and Ontario, California. The stations 
will join three additional stations located at Toyota facilities 
around Los Angeles to form an integrated, five-station 
heavy-duty hydrogen fueling network. Together, they will 
provide multiple sources of hydrogen throughout the 
region, including over 1 ton of 100% renewable hydrogen 
per day at the heavy-duty station to be operated by Shell, 
enabling zero-emissions freight transport.

Moreover, the project will promote an expanded use of 
zero-emissions technology in off-road and warehouse 
equipment, including the first two zero-emissions yard 
tractors to be operated at the Port of Hueneme, and two 
zero-emissions forklifts at Toyota’s port warehouse.

“The Port of Los Angeles is showing the world that we 
don’t need to choose between environmental stewardship 
and economic growth — and this funding will help put zero 
emissions goods movement within our reach,” said Los 
Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti. “I am grateful to CARB for this 
investment in America’s Port, as we continue to lead the 
drive toward a more sustainable future.”

The ZANZEFF project, which will help reduce emissions by 
465 metric tons of Greenhouse Gas and 0.72 weighted tons 
of NOx, ROG and PM10, is part of California Climate 
Investments. 

The CARB has preliminarily awarded $41 million to the Port of Los Angeles for the Zero-Emission 
and Near Zero-Emission Freight Facilities (ZANZEFF) project, which provides a large-scale “shore 
to store” plan and a hydrogen fuel cell technology framework for freight facilities to structure 
operations for future goods movement.




